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Donor institutions have created new initiatives to invest in innovation for development, but there is 

little data on the return to such investments in social entrepreneurship and social science R&D, and 

on which types of innovations are most likely to scale. We develop an approach to determine whether 

the social return on an innovation portfolio exceeds a benchmark. The portfolio-level approach is 

feasible even when conceptual difficulties or data limitations make it impossible to assess social returns 

on some investments within a portfolio. It takes advantage of the skewness of innovation scale to 

estimate a lower bound on portfolio return by comparing the benefits of a subset of high-reach 

innovations to the total portfolio cost. The method is applied to the early portfolio of USAID’s 

Development Innovation Ventures (DIV) and estimates a social benefit-cost ratio of over 17:1. 

Innovations in that portfolio were more likely to reach one million users if they had low unit costs, 

leveraged existing distribution platforms, and were grounded in research. To explain these 

correlations, we sketch a model that illustrates how socially minded investors can exploit arbitrage 

opportunities that will not be pursued by profit-seeking investors by focusing on innovations that are 

likely to have a high ratio of social to private return - for example, those for which it may be difficult 

for the original innovator to prevent entry by future competitors. We discuss implications of our 

findings for the design of social innovation funds.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent decades, international donors have created a number of initiatives to invest in innovation 

for development. The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF) has invested in scientific research 

on the health problems of the developing world. CGIAR does the same for agriculture. The United 

States Agency for International Development (USAID), Grand Challenges Canada, and others have 

funded innovations to address specific challenges facing developing countries in areas from mental 

health to water supply. The World Bank and the UK’s Department for International Development 

(DFID) have supported social science research and randomized controlled trials designed to test 

development innovations. Impact investors like Omidyar Network and Skoll Foundation have 

supported social entrepreneurs seeking to develop new goods, processes, and services for 

underserved populations in developing countries.    

Economic theory suggests a rationale for such investments: innovations are global public goods, 

likely to be undersupplied by markets, by individual low-income country governments (especially 

those facing liquidity constraints), and even by aid programs organized to support individual 

countries. But whatever the theoretical benefits of innovation investment may be, assessing the 

desirability of such investment requires empirically comparing returns on innovation initiatives with 

estimates of returns on standard development assistance investments. While there is a long tradition 

of estimating returns to natural science research (from the large return on agricultural research 

estimated by Griliches, 1958 to recent evidence of a declining return summarized by Moser, 2020) 

and industrial R&D (e.g., Hall et al., 2009), little analysis has focused on the return on investments in 

development innovations, which include social entrepreneurship and social science R&D.  

Much of the discussion on development innovation investments is limited to anecdotes. While 

advocates can point to some successful examples, skeptics can point to failed innovations, such as 
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play pumps (Kenny and Sandefur, 2013). Simply examining the fraction of successful investments in 

an innovation portfolio (Shah et al., 2015) provides little information on the rate of return on 

innovation, since the distribution of returns on innovation investments is expected to be highly 

skewed (with many investments generating negligible returns and a small fraction of investments 

generating large returns), just as it is for investments in the venture capital industry and citations of 

patents (Silverberg and Verspagen, 2007) and research papers (Aksnes and Sivertsen, 2004). Venture 

capital investors know that returns will be low on the vast majority of their investments. However, if 

they invest in a single Google or Facebook, the rate of return on their portfolio may be very high. 

To assess the return on innovation investment, it is important to compare the cost of an entire 

innovation portfolio against its benefits.   

Estimating the return on an entire innovation portfolio is challenging for three reasons. First, it 

typically takes more than a decade for innovations to be refined and to reach scale.6 Second, placing 

a monetary value on the benefits of some innovations is practically difficult for most innovations, 

and conceptually difficult for some (innovations to reduce voter fraud, for example). Third, data on 

the number of innovation users and on benefits and costs per user is often unavailable or costly to 

collect.  

To address these challenges, researchers develop procedures for determining whether the return on 

an innovation portfolio exceeds a benchmark, such as the economy-wide return on capital or the 

opportunity cost of more conventional development assistance investments. Determining whether 

 
6 For example, microfinance has been present in the modern developing world since the 1970s, but it took four decades 
to scale-up and reach 139 million clients (Microfinance Barometer, 2018). Similarly, oral rehydration therapy was 
developed in the 1940s, but did not become commonly used until the 1970s after it played a key role during the 
Bangladeshi refugee crisis (Selendy, 2011). Norman Borlaug, who developed high-yield, disease resistant wheat varieties 
while working in Mexico in the 1940s and 1950s, was nearly pushed out of the sector by his employer before his 
innovations started to show their full potential and contributed to the Green Revolution in Asia starting in the 1960s 
(Wright, 2012). 
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the return on an innovation portfolio exceeds such a benchmark is a much easier task than 

estimating the return on an innovation portfolio as a whole, and may be feasible even in the absence 

of good data on costs and social returns for many innovations in an innovation portfolio. Because 

the returns on innovation investments are highly skewed, it may be possible to determine if the 

return on the innovation portfolio exceeds a benchmark by comparing the costs of the entire 

portfolio to the benefits of even a few innovations that reached at least a minimum number of users 

and for which data on costs, impact, and the number of people reached are available.  

This bounding approach builds on the social returns on innovation literature (see Stevenson et al., 

2018 for a global review on agriculture research), making contributions specific to development 

innovation investments that is useful when there are conceptual or data difficulties in getting a 

complete set of benefit-cost estimates. The approach recognizes that when assessing portfolio or 

sector-wide returns, focusing on mean and median returns on single investments (e.g., Hurley et al., 

2016) can be misleading if the returns are skewed.  

The procedure is then applied to assess the performance of the early portfolio of Development 

Innovation Ventures (DIV), a tiered, evidence-based open innovation fund at USAID. For this 

assessment, the focus is on DIV’s early portfolio – the 43 awards made to 41 innovations between 

September 2010 and December 2012 – to allow one decade for innovations to scale.7  

The distribution of the number of people reached by the 41 innovations is highly skewed, with nine 

innovations that have so far reached over a million users accounting for the vast majority of the total 

population reached. Data are currently available on the net social benefits of five of the innovations 

reaching over one million users (more data may become available in the future). We use data on 

 
7 The award period was up to four years, so early portfolio disbursements were made between 2010 and 2016.  
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innovation scale and impact to estimate the benefits created by those five innovations through 2019 

net of operating expenses incurred in delivering the innovations to users. Setting aside any potential 

future benefits and any realized benefits of the other 36 innovations supported during the early 

portfolio period, and counting benefits from each innovation in proportion to DIV’s share of 

innovation funding, those five innovation investments generated $281 million in social benefits. The 

discounted cost of the entire DIV early portfolio was $16 million, so benefits of these five 

innovations would have paid for the cost of the entire DIV portfolio at least 17 times over, yielding 

a social rate of return of over 143%. This is in excess of the 55% estimate of the social rate of return 

on R&D in the U.S. (Bloom et al., 2013), as well as the 15% social rate of return target established at 

DIV’s inception.  

The high estimated social return on the portfolio suggests the presence of market distortions in 

innovation investing that result in arbitrage investment opportunities for social investors, which 

were accessed through DIV’s open, evidence-based, and tiered structure. A key difference between 

organizations investing in innovation with a goal of maximizing private financial returns and those 

aiming to maximize social returns is that for the former type of innovation investor, barriers to entry 

that prevent others from adopting the innovation are desirable, and indeed may be a prerequisite for 

making the investment. However, from the point of view of an investor seeking to maximize social 

returns, the possibility that others will adopt without making an investment in innovation is positive. 

This may have implications for differences between private and social innovation investors in the 

types of innovation and innovators each will optimally support.  

An analysis of which innovations in the portfolio scaled appears to support this idea. Using the same 

million user threshold as in the benefit-cost analysis, the correlates of innovation scale are identified. 

Several commonly held beliefs about innovation success factors based on anecdotal evidence and 
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small samples are systematically investigated. This analysis suggests that innovations that scaled to at 

least one million users typically leveraged existing organizations as distribution platforms, had low 

costs per person reached, demonstrated evidence of impact prior to the DIV application, and had 

researcher involvement during the DIV performance period. These factors appear negatively 

associated with the ability to appropriate private returns from a given innovation, but positively 

associated with low barriers to entry, and a theoretical model based on this insight reveals potential 

for arbitrage for investors seeking social returns. These findings suggest a role for social funders in 

complementing the work of profit-seeking investors by filling gaps in the development innovation 

market.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on DIV, 

analyzes the scaling rate of DIV-supported innovations, and highlights how the skewed distribution 

of innovation scale motivates the approach to estimating the portfolio benefit-cost ratio. Section 3 

proposes a general methodology that could be applied by many innovation funders, defining the 

benefit-cost ratio and social rate of return of an innovation portfolio, and the assumptions and 

choice of parameter values that will be used in this particular analysis. Section 4 presents data on the 

net benefits, number of people reached, and per person costs of five innovations supported by DIV: 

a water treatment innovation, a road safety innovation, an eyesight innovation, and two health 

service innovations. Innovation-level benefit data and portfolio-level cost data are used to estimate a 

lower bound on the portfolio social rate of return, present sensitivity analysis, and interpret the 

results. Section 5 analyzes correlates of innovation scale in DIV’s early portfolio, develops a simple 

theoretical model linking the findings on portfolio return and correlates of scale, and discusses the 

implications for innovation investing more broadly. Section 6 concludes with lessons on investing in 

development innovation.  
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2. BACKGROUND 

This section provides background on DIV (Subsection 2.1) and outlines the early portfolio. 

Subsections 2.2 and 2.3 show that a minority of innovations accounted for the vast majority of 

people reached by the portfolio as a whole, setting up the benefit-cost (Section 4) and correlates of 

innovation scale (Section 5) analyses.  

2.1: Development Innovation Ventures 

DIV differs from many other innovation funders in several ways. First, it is open. It defines 

innovation broadly to include new applications of technology as well as novel business models, 

delivery models, products, or services that are expected to improve development outcomes. Instead 

of the funder setting specific challenges to be addressed, DIV is open across sectors, geographies, 

organization types, and scaling strategies. 

Second, DIV is tiered. The grant competition funds three stages of innovation: piloting (Stage 1, up 

to $100,000 in 2010-2012), testing for impact and cost effectiveness (Stage 2, up to $1 million), and 

transitioning innovations with rigorous evidence of impact and cost effectiveness to scale (Stage 3, 

up to $15 million). Innovators can apply at any stage rather than needing to have been funded by 

DIV from the beginning and can apply more than once for the same innovation. 
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Third, DIV is evidence-based. While DIV makes small Stage 1 grants to pilot promising ideas, it 

provides larger-scale funding (Stage 2 and 3) only to innovations designed to improve social 

outcomes that either a) demonstrate rigorous evidence of impact and cost effectiveness or, b) can 

pass a market test. DIV’s standard for rigorous evidence is an evaluation that could distinguish 

causal impact from potential confounding factors. DIV’s standard for a market test is demonstrating 

that a product both sells and generates sufficient revenue to fully cover costs and/or that others are 

willing to invest on a commercial basis. DIV’s evidence-based approach includes peer review of 

proposals, by experts both internal and external to USAID. It also includes deep engagement with 

the development economics research community and individuals with successful track records in the 

private sector as proposal reviewers and members of decision panels. 

During the 2010-12 period covered in this analysis, DIV had a very small staff. Decision Panels 

included internal and external experts, and proposals were judged based on materials submitted by 

the applicant, feedback solicited from additional external reviewers, and feedback provided by 

USAID missions and bureaus.  

2.2: DIV Awards, 2010-2012 

From 2010-2012, DIV made 43 awards totaling $19.2 million to support 41 innovations8. The range 

of awards made during this period is shown in Table 1. Classifications are based on the 

characteristics of the award at the time of application to DIV. 

 
8 To date, DIV has supported over 225 innovations in more than 45 countries.  
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Table 1: DIV Awards, 2010-12 1 
 2 

Award title  
(abridged) Sector 

Organization 
TypeA Countries StageB 

Low 
costC 

Researcher 
involvementD 

Affordable Glasses for Presbyopia Econ. Growth Non-profit India 2 No No 
Developing a Supply Chain for 
Hermetic Storage of Grain Agriculture Academic Afghanistan 1 Yes No 
Developing an Affordable Balloon 
Tamponade for Postpartum 
Hemorrhage Health Non-profit Ghana 1 No No 
Developing a Distribution Model 
for Improved Cook Stoves Energy Non-profit Ethiopia, Sudan 2 No Yes 
Developing Sustainable Sanitation 
in Urban Slums WASH For-profit Kenya 1 Yes No 
Digital Attendance Monitoring Health Non-profit India 2 No Yes 
Election Monitoring Technology Democracy Academic Afghanistan 1 No Yes 
Evaluating the Impact of Mobile 
Banking and Business Skills Econ. Growth Academic Mozambique 2 No Yes 
Examining Barriers to Fertilizer Use Agriculture Non-profit Kenya 1 No Yes 
Experimental Evidence of the 
Components of Entrepreneurship Econ. Growth Non-profit Uganda 1 No Yes 
Fighting Tuberculosis through 
Community Based Counselors Health Non-profit India 1 No Yes 
Ghana National Apprenticeship 
Program Impact Evaluation Econ. Growth Non-profit Ghana 2 Yes Yes 
Home Solar Systems Energy For-profit Uganda 2 Yes Yes 
Household Hand-Washing Device WASH Non-profit Vietnam 1 No No 
Improving Health Service Delivery 
through Community Monitoring Health Non-profit Sierra Leone 2 No Yes 
Improving patient safety in 
Pakistan’s hospitals Education Non-profit Pakistan 1 No No 
Increased Uptake and the Use of 
Safe Water Filters at Scale WASH Non-profit Kenya 1 No Yes 
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Table 1 (continued)  

Award title (abridged) Sector 
Organization 
Type Countries Stage Low cost 

Researcher 
involvement 

InSight: Mobile Accounting and 
Financial Inclusion in Emerging 
Markets Econ. Growth For-profit India 1 No No 
Inventory Credit: Combining 
Storage and Savings to Increase 
Income Agriculture Non-profit Sierra Leone 2 Yes Yes 
Leveraging Public-Private 
Partnerships for Environment Environment Non-profit India 2 No Yes 
Life-changing and Revenue-
generating Electricity Energy For-profit Tanzania 1 Yes No 
Milele Tube Final Testing and 
Marketing Introduction Econ. Growth Non-profit Kenya 1 No No 
Mobile Agriculture Extension Agriculture Non-profit Kenya 1 No Yes 
Proteinuria Self-Test for Early 
Detection of Pre-Eclampsia Health For-profit Nepal 1 No No 
Psychometric Credit Assessment Econ. Growth Academic Egypt 2 No Yes 
Recruiting and Compensating 
Community Health Workers Health Non-profit Zambia 1 Yes Yes 
Remittances for Educational 
Finance Education Academic Philippines 1 Yes Yes 
Renewable Powered Micro Grids 
for Rural Lighting Energy For-profit India 2 Yes No 
Road safety stickers Health Academic Kenya 2 Yes Yes 
Rural Solar Accessibility via 
Consumer Cooperative Enhanced 
Society Retails Energy Non-profit Uganda 1 No No 
Scaling Biochar: Improving 
Livelihoods and Sequestering 
Carbon Econ. Growth Non-profit Kenya 1 No Yes 
SiGNa Chemistry, Inc. Energy For-profit U.S. 1 No No 
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Table 1 (continued)        

Award title (abridged) Sector 
Organization 
Type 

 
Countries Stage Low cost 

Researcher 
involvement 

Smoothing the Costs of Education: 
Microsavings in Primary Schools Education Non-profit Uganda 2 Yes Yes 
Software for Community Health 
Workers Health For-profit India 1 Yes Yes 
Software for Community Health 
Workers Health For-profit India 2 Yes Yes 
Testing a Digital Platform’s Ability 
to Recreate Rural CLTS WASH Non-profit Ghana 1 Yes No 
The Role of Mobile Banking in 
Business Development Econ. Growth Non-profit Kenya 2 Yes Yes 
Turning the Tap Off on Drug 
Resistant TB Health Non-profit India, Cambodia 2 No Yes 
Viability of Cyanobacterial Bio-
fertilizer to Improve and Crop 
Yields Agriculture For-profit Ethiopia 1 Yes No 
Voter Report Cards Democracy Non-profit India 1 Yes Yes 
Voter Report Cards Democracy Non-profit India 2 Yes Yes 
Water Treatment Dispensers WASH Non-profit East Africa 3 Yes Yes 
Women's Network to Improve 
Clean Energy Energy Non-profit East Africa 2 Yes No 

A: “Academic” organizations include university-based organizations and independent research organizations (notably Innovations for Poverty Action). 3 
B: Stage 1 are pilot awards. Stage 2 are testing awards, and Stage 3 are scaling-up awards. 4 
C: “Low cost” awards are those whose estimate unit cost per person served was less than $3.  5 
D: “Researcher involvement” means that an academic researcher was on the applying team. 6 
  7 
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As Table 1 indicates, DIV awards represent diverse innovation approaches: from social 8 

entrepreneurship (Sustainable sanitation in urban slums) to technology innovation (Household 9 

hand-washing device), business-to-business (Insight’s mobile accounting tool) to business-to-10 

customer models (Milele’s puncture-resistant tires), and from physical products (SiGNa’s fuel-cell 11 

bikes) to information interventions (Voter Report Cards).  Awards were made in eight sectors 12 

(agriculture, governance, health, education, economic growth, energy, environment, and 13 

water/sanitation/hygiene) and 23 countries. 24 Stage 1 awards, 18 Stage 2 awards, and one Stage 3 14 

award were made. Although DIV made awards to for-profit firms, DIV was limited to grants and 15 

could not make equity or loan investments.  16 

2.3: Innovations reaching more than one million users 17 
For both of the analytical exercises in this paper (bounding the social return on the portfolio, and 18 

analyzing the correlates of innovation scale), it is essential to first identify which innovations have 19 

scaled. As discussed in more detail in Section 3, the gross social benefit of an innovation is the 20 

number of people reached by the innovation times the average net benefit per person. This makes it 21 

clear that one key driver of the total benefits of an innovation is the number of people reached9, and 22 

focusing on high-reach innovations makes our approach to bounding the portfolio social return 23 

tractable. For both analyses, we use one million cumulative direct beneficiaries as a threshold.  24 

Figure 1 shows estimates of the cumulative number of people reached by each innovation in the 25 

early portfolio through 2019. It updates an analysis by Duflo and Kremer (2015), using the most 26 

recent publicly available (or third-party verified) data for each innovation, and defines reach as the 27 

 
9 Theoretically, innovation return could be large even with low number of people reached. But given the range of 
benefits per person that is reasonable for the types of innovations supported by DIV, innovations that didn't reach at 
least 100,000 people are unlikely to contribute a large share of the portfolio benefit.  
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number of direct users of the innovation. Aside from Glasses for presbyopia, none of the 28 

innovations had reached one million users before receiving a grant from DIV.  29 

Figure 1 suggests that the distribution of the number of people reached by DIV investments is 30 

highly skewed, such that just a few innovations accounted for the vast majority of those reached by 31 

DIV-supported innovations.  32 

Figure 1: Number of people reached by early DIV innovations (2020 estimates), rank 33 
ascending10 34 
 35 

 36 
Bars in red represent the five DIV-supported innovations discussed in depth in this paper37 

 
10 The full distribution is approximated well by a lognormal distribution (with µ=10.64 and s=3.34), while the top 
quartile of the distribution is approximated well by a power law distribution (with a=0.67). Gabaix (2009) provides a 
review of the many empirical power laws observed in economics and finance.  
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In addition to the total reach of an innovation, the shape of the curve of uptake might give an 38 

indication of its potential. We might expect innovations to have a period of rapid growth before 39 

leveling off. 40 

Figure 2: Cumulative reach of DIV portfolio, 2012-2020 41 

 42 
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Figure 2 shows the combined cumulative reach of the 41 innovations funded by DIV between 2010 45 

and 2012. Portfolio reach grew rapidly, especially after 2018. The majority of the growth came from 46 

Dimagi’s Software for CHWs. Observing reach based on records of organizations funded by DIV is 47 

a conservative way of estimating the uptake of innovations. Innovation is a public good. Presumably 48 

few of the companies involved in the first industrial revolution are still in business, but that doesn’t 49 

mean their contribution to innovation is no longer valuable. If other organizations learn from those 50 
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3. BENEFIT-COST RATIO METHODOLOGY 53 

Subsection 3.1 defines the benefit-cost ratio and social rate of return for innovations and portfolios. 54 

Subsection 3.2 discusses the assumptions under which portfolio-level lower bounds on the benefit-55 

cost ratio and the social rate of return can be established. Subsection 3.3 discusses the decisions on 56 

key parameters in the analysis. Subsection 3.4 identifies the subset of innovations for which the net 57 

social benefits generated by DIV’s investment can be estimated.  58 

3.1: Benefit-cost ratio definition 59 
Benefit-cost ratio (BCR) is used as the main measure of innovation portfolio performance. In the 60 

formulas below, the number of people reached by innovation i in time period t is denoted as !!,#, 61 

the estimated benefits per person reached (net of operating costs) of innovation i in time period t as 62 

"!,#, and the innovation costs as #!,#. Innovation costs refers to any investment that contributes to 63 

the formative development of an innovation (piloting, testing and evidence generation, 64 

experimenting with ways to scale-up). Since we are estimating the return on innovation investment, 65 

spending on innovation goes in the denominator of the ratio. This is distinct from operating costs, 66 

which include both recurrent and capital investment that did not contribute to the development of 67 

the innovation. $ is the discount rate used to make monetary values from different time periods 68 

comparable.11  69 

Definitions and examples of BCR and social rate of return (SROR) are below, first in the simplest 70 

case for a single innovation with a single innovation funder before moving to the more complex 71 

case of an innovation portfolio with each constituent innovation supported by multiple innovation 72 

investors.  73 

 
11 Due to the opportunity cost of capital, benefits and costs that are incurred earlier should be valued more highly than 
benefits and costs that are incurred later. Refer to Subsection 3.3 for more information on discounting.  
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Benefit-cost ratio 74 

The benefit-cost ratio (BCR) is the ratio of discounted value of net benefits generated by the 75 

innovation investment to the discounted value of the innovation cost. If the innovation operates 76 

from time t=0 to t=T, ratio of benefits to innovation costs for innovation i is12:  77 
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For a simple example, suppose that in Year 0, $1,000,000 is invested in innovation i. Suppose also 78 

that the innovation generates no net benefits in Year 0, but in the following year, the innovation 79 

delivers $2,000,000 of net total benefits to innovation users before shutting down. With a 10% 80 

discount rate, the BCR is 
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= 1.81. This indicates that 81 

each dollar from the investor returned $1.81 in social value. Assuming that the alternative use of 82 

funds would have generated a 10% return, investment in an innovation is socially beneficial if it has 83 

a benefit-cost ratio greater than 1.  84 

Social rate of return 85 

A closely-related measure of social impact is the social rate of return (SROR). The SROR of an 86 

investment in an innovation is the discount rate below which the innovation investment is socially 87 

 
12 Throughout this section, summation notation is used to write long sums of numbers in a condensed way. The number 
at the bottom of the summation sign tells us the index of summation and the starting point (lower limit of summation). 
The top of the summation operator tells us the stopping point of the summation. The number to the right of the 
summation sign tells us the elements being summed. For example, given a list of numbers !2, !3, !4, …!5, the sum of 
all n numbers can be conveniently written as ∑ !65

672 .  
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beneficial, i.e., the rate that equalizes the discounted value of the benefits generated by innovation 88 

investment and the discounted value of investment in the innovation:13 89 

 
/ !!,#"!,#

(1 + 0%1%!)#
$

#%&
=/ #!,#

(1 + 0%1%!)#
$

#%&
. 

 

(2) 

Following the same example used for the benefit-cost ratio, the social rate of return is 100%. This is 90 

because using a 100% discount rate (instead of 10% as in the example above), the discounted value 91 

of benefits and costs balance out: 2$*,&&&,&&&(,(,)( = $,,&&&,&&&
(,(,)- 3. 92 

Extension to investor-specific, portfolio-level definitions  93 

In the examples above, the innovation being assessed was supported by a single investor. In many 94 

portfolios, innovations receive funding from multiple sources. With this in mind, let 0!,#./0 denote the 95 

share of innovation i's cumulative innovation costs from innovation inception up to period t that 96 

were covered by the investor, and let 4 denote the total number of innovations in the investor’s 97 

portfolio. The source of innovation spending is indicated using superscripts (e.g., #!,# = #!,#./0 +98 

#!,#1$234). Moving from innovation-level to portfolio-level returns, it must also be recognized that 99 

some innovation costs (e.g., portfolio administration) are not innovation-specific. The investor’s 100 

administrative costs in time period t that are not specific to a single innovation (portfolio 101 

administrative costs) are denoted by ##./0,567!8. 102 

 
13 A unique SROR solves Equation 2 if the annual net cash flow of the innovation (or portfolio) being evaluated does 
not change sign more than once. While that may fail to hold for some innovation investments, it holds for the portfolio 
being evaluated in this paper, and possibly most others.  
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If one is interested in the social return on each dollar from a particular investor, the benefit-cost 103 

ratio for the portfolio can be defined as the ratio of the sum of the discounted benefits generated by 104 

innovation investments to the discounted portfolio cost (investments and administration)14: 105 
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(3) 

That is, the portfolio-level benefit-cost ratio of the investor’s portfolio is the sum of net benefits of 106 

each innovation (scaled by the investor’s share of cumulative innovation costs) in the portfolio 107 

divided by the total cost of the portfolio.  108 

While it does not involve any counterfactual estimation and therefore does not yield a causal 109 

estimate of a funder’s impact, scaling each innovation’s net benefits by 0!,#./0in Equation 3 at least 110 

ensures that net social benefits are additive across investors, so no social benefits are double-111 

counted from a societal perspective when multiple innovation investors assess their overlapping 112 

portfolios.15 This approach is an improvement over the flawed common practice of the sector, 113 

wherein many donors report success of supported projects without addressing attribution in any 114 

way.  115 

Note that funding from other sources can enter Equation 3 in one of two ways. If it covers 116 

operating costs, it is netted from the innovation’s social benefits "!,#. If the funding covers 117 

innovation costs, it enters the calculation by lowering 0!,#./0 . The application in Section 4 118 

 
14 When there are two summation operators in a row, one first sums over the index of the inside operator, and then over 
the index of the outside operator.  
15 Note that this approach weighs earlier investments more heavily due to discounting, but that it does not adjust for the 
greater risk associated with earlier investments. Dollars from different funders are thus treated equally, avoiding 
judgmental calls on which funders’ support was more important or which investments came at critical stages.   
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demonstrates that distinguishing an operating cost from an innovation cost is often a judgment call, 119 

and categorization can be made defensibly through investigation of financial records and discussions 120 

with funders on the original intent of the funding. The portfolio pays for itself if the portfolio 121 

benefit-cost ratio is greater than 1.  122 

The portfolio-level SROR equalizes the discounted benefits and costs of the entire portfolio: 123 
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(4) 

This can be compared with a benchmark (e.g., an alternative investment or the market rate of return) 124 

to assess a portfolio’s relative performance. 125 

3.2: Bounding the portfolio benefit-cost ratio 126 
Fully estimating the measures described in Subsection 3.1 is a labor-intensive procedure (especially 127 

for large portfolios) and it may not even be possible for portfolios that supported innovations with 128 

benefits that are difficult to quantify (e.g., governance innovations). However, analysis based on a 129 

subset of innovations can potentially be informative in determining whether the return on the 130 

portfolio exceeds that of a benchmark alternative investment if a large fraction of a portfolio’s 131 

benefits is concentrated in a few innovations.  132 

This subsection discusses how it is possible to establish lower bounds on the social return on 133 

investment using data on the realized returns to a subset of the investment portfolio up to any given 134 

date, based on two assumptions. Those two assumptions will not necessarily be reasonable for all 135 

innovation portfolios, but they are highly conservative for DIV and may be for many other funders 136 

as well.  137 
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Assumption 1: On average, innovations outside the subset examined did not lead to net social costs beyond the funder’s 138 

investment  139 

Under this assumption, on average, the innovations not included in the subset examined did 140 

not result in net social costs beyond the value of the funder’s innovation investment. This 141 

allows for the possibility that investments created no net benefits, but assumes that they did 142 

not lead other investors to make negative-valued investments on average (as would be 143 

implied under rational expectations). It is also assumed that innovation investments did not 144 

create negative net externalities that exceeded their value to beneficiaries on average. For 145 

DIV, this seems reasonable given USAID’s environmental and other safeguards.16 This 146 

assumption is also conservative for DIV because innovations outside of the evaluated subset 147 

likely generated substantial benefits.  148 

Assumption 2: Net future benefits of portfolio innovations are non-negative  149 

Since the future benefits of innovations are unknown, it is assumed that the innovations 150 

generate either zero or positive net benefits beyond the last period for which data is 151 

available. This is a conservative assumption for DIV because multiple DIV-supported 152 

innovations may continue to generate benefits, and in some cases, these benefits seem likely 153 

to grow over time.    154 

Assumptions 1 and 2 underpin the proposition behind the lower bound approach: the social rate of 155 

return calculated based on net benefits from a subset of innovations and investment cost of all 156 

 
16 As a part of USAID’s standard procurement process, activities by award recipients are screened for environmental 
risks (as required by Title 22 of the Code of Federal Regulations), gender risks (as required by Automated Directive 
System 205), and financial and security risks (as required by Federal Acquisition Regulation) 
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innovations up to the present must be less than or equal to the social rate of return for the portfolio 157 

over a longer (projected) horizon. Algebraically, 	0%1%A,$ ≤ 0%1%.,$B	 where: 158 

1) 0%1%9:;#<:=!:  is such that 159 
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2) 0%1%DEFDG#  is such that 161 
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3) 6 ≤ 6′ 163 

4) 8 ⊆ 4 164 

For a proof of this result, see Appendix A.  165 

3.3: Parameters 166 
This subsection discusses two key parameters that will be central in the innovation portfolio 167 

analyses. 168 

Parameter 1: Monetary cost of averting loss of DALYs 169 

Many development innovations yield health benefits. To express the value of health 170 

innovations in financial terms requires making assumptions on the value of health 171 

improvements or of a statistical life. One common approach in health economics is to assign 172 

a value to disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) saved, while another is to assign a value to a 173 

statistical life. The DALYs saved for a population benefitting from an innovation includes 174 

years of life lost (YLL) averted (by preventing fatalities) and the years of life lost to disability 175 

(YLD) averted (by preventing morbidity). YLL is estimated by multiplying the number of 176 

fatalities averted by the discounted average number of remaining years of life. YLD is 177 
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estimated by multiplying the number of instances by the average duration of the condition 178 

and including a disability weight between 0 and 1 that represents the severity of the disability.  179 

The cost-effectiveness of averting DALY loss is often assessed using thresholds based on 180 

per capita GDP (Marseille et al. 2014).  The World Health Organization’s Choosing 181 

Interventions that are Cost-Effective (WHO-CHOICE), stipulates that an intervention is 182 

considered “cost-effective” if it costs less than three times the national annual GDP per 183 

capita per DALY saved, and “highly cost-effective” if it costs less than the national annual 184 

GDP per capita per DALY saved. Each DALY averted is thus treated in our calculations as 185 

delivering a benefit equivalent to per capita GDP, under the conservative assumption that 186 

when making a budgetary decision, a national health ministry would find it cost-effective to 187 

substitute out of a planned health expenditure and into a new one if it meets the lower of the 188 

two WHO thresholds. In Subsection 4.7, we show how results vary when we use an even 189 

more conservative approach based on Ochalek et al. (2018), who estimate the health 190 

opportunity cost per DALY averted in low- and middle-income countries based on country-191 

specific health expenditure and mortality data.  192 

Parameter 2: Discount Rate 193 

In the following analysis, the opportunity cost of the capital used to fund an investment is 194 

assumed to be 10%. A standard threshold rate of return for foreign aid is 10% (MCC 2016). 195 

Ten percent is also in line with rates typically used for benefit-cost analysis by development 196 

banks and developing country governments (Zhuang et al. 2007).  197 

This methodology is applied to the early DIV portfolio in Section 4, using the subset of innovations 198 

identified in Subsection 3.4. 199 
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3.4: Innovation selection 200 
Table 2 provides details on the nine early DIV innovations in Figure 1 which have so far reached 201 

over 1 million people (see Appendix B for further details), and are therefore likely to have 202 

significantly contributed to portfolio social return.  203 
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Table 2: Innovations supported by DIV in 2010-2012 that reached over one million users in original or adapted form 204 

No. Innovation Purpose ReachA Source Countries Scaling 
Organization  

1 Software for 
Community Health 
Workers (CHWs) 

Provides data to help CHWs 
improve their performance via 
smartphone 

60.7 million 
people 

Dimagi (2020)   India Government 
of India, 
BMGF 

2 Voter report cardsB Improve governance by 
providing information on 
politicians 

10.3 million 
people 

Duflo and 
Kremer (2015)   

India NGOs, 
newspapers 

3 Affordable glasses for 
presbyopia 

Distribute inexpensive glasses to 
consumers 

6.8 million 
people 

VisionSpring 
(2020) 

Various NGOs, 
businesses 

4 Election monitoring 
technologyB 

Facilitate election observation at 
polling stations 

6.5 million 
people 

Duflo and 
Kremer (2015)   

Afghanistan, 
Kenya, Uganda, 
South Africa 

Political party 
 

5 Road safety stickers Encourage minibus passengers 
to speak up against unsafe 
driving 

4.0 million 
people 

gui2de (2019) Kenya, Uganda, 
Tanzania 

Insurance 
company, 
government 

6 Mobile agriculture 
extension 

Provide agriculture extension 
services via mobile phone 

3.5 million 
people 

Precision 
Development 
(2020) 

7 countries NGOs, 
universities, 
governments 

7 Water treatment 
dispensers 

Facilitate water purification at 
point of collection 

2.2 million 
people 

Dispensers for 
Safe Water 
(2020) 

Kenya, Uganda, 
Malawi 

NGO 

8 Digital attendance 
monitoring 

Biometric monitoring of staff 
attendance at health centers  

1.8 million 
people 

Duflo and 
Kremer (2015) 

India Government 

9 Psychometric credit 
assessment 

Increase lending to SMEs using 
tool that applies psychometrics 
to credit scoring.  

1.4 million 
people 

EFL Global 
(2018) 

15 countries  Banks 

A: “Reach” refers to the best estimate of number of people directly impacted through use of the innovation, according to “Source”. In many cases, these estimates were not reported directly to DIV, as 205 
they scaled-up after the DIV award performance period. Furthermore, the reach numbers were at least partially verified by a third-party auditor for the innovations assessed in this paper. For 206 
further details on these innovations, see Appendix B.  207 
B: These two innovations were scaled up in a form that differed and was less intensive than the form tested in the randomized controlled trial used to test the innovations impact. Therefore, it is 208 
difficult to assess the impact of the scaled-up version. 209 



 

The first, third, fifth, seventh, and eighth innovations in Table 2 are included in the cost-benefit 210 

analysis in Section 4. That subset of five innovations are the focus of the analysis not because they 211 

were the most important innovations supported by DIV during the period, but because these are 212 

innovations for which benefits can be expressed in dollar terms, and because high-quality data on 213 

impact and financial history are currently available. The reasons why benefits could not be assessed 214 

for the other four innovations that scaled to over one million beneficiaries are in Appendix B.  215 

The list of analyzed innovations could expand in future iterations of this paper as more innovations 216 

achieve scale and better evidence on their impact becomes available. Even some innovations that did 217 

not reach one million people (which is an arbitrary cut-off motivated by the costliness of detailed 218 

data collection) may have generated substantial benefits. For example, in a complementary paper, 219 

Martinez, Oliver and Trowbridge (2017) conduct a benefit-cost analysis of four off-grid solar energy 220 

investments in the DIV portfolio on the impact of DIV’s investment in solar energy programs, 221 

finding that $17 million in economic gains were generated in East Africa (albeit using a different 222 

methodology).  223 

While they are not necessarily the innovations that created the greatest net benefit, the data suggests 224 

that the top nine innovations account for over 98% of the 99 million people reached by innovations 225 

in DIV’s early portfolio. It therefore seems likely that a subset of these innovations also accounts for 226 

a large share of the social benefits that have been generated by the early DIV portfolio 227 

4. BENEFIT-COST RATIO CALCULATIONS 228 

This section establishes a lower bound on the portfolio benefit-cost ratio based on the assumptions 229 

and methods described in Section 3. The underlying calculations for individual innovations can be 230 

found in Appendix C. Subsection 4.1 compares the estimated benefits with the costs of the full 231 
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2010-2012 portfolio to establish a lower bound on the portfolio social return and compares this 232 

social return to that from standard development investments. Subsection 4.2 shows how the 233 

portfolio social return varies when the conservative assumptions are modified. Subsection 4.3 234 

discusses the generalizability of the results to innovation investment more broadly. 235 

4.1: Lower bounds on portfolio social return  236 
The ratio of net benefits from the five innovations to investment spending for the whole portfolio 237 

yields a lower bound on the portfolio-level social return, as shown in Equations (2) and (4). DIV’s 238 

2010-2012 portfolio included of 43 awards to 41 innovations, totaling $19.2 million. $8.5 million 239 

went to the five analyzed innovations, and $10.7 million went to the other 36 innovations17. These 240 

awards were obligated in USAID’s fiscal years 2010, 2011 or 2012, and funding was then disbursed 241 

according to milestone-based contracts over three to four years. 242 

The entirety of every award is counted in the portfolio cost, and the stream of DIV disbursements is 243 

modeled at annual frequency. DIV made a follow-on award to further test and scale the road safety 244 

innovation in 2014, but to be conservative, the follow-on award was treated as though it was made 245 

by a separate funder, so it does not contribute to the early portfolio cost and also does not increase 246 

DIV’s share of innovation costs. Subsection 4.2 shows the lower estimated benefit-cost ratio if this 247 

is included.  248 

In addition to award spending, the portfolio cost includes administrative expenses such as salaries 249 

and rent. It is difficult to estimate those costs with precision since on the one hand, DIV staff 250 

undertook non-DIV work for the Agency, but on the other hand, USAID staff who are not part of 251 

DIV provide a variety of services for DIV (e.g., legal, HR, and procurement.) It is assumed that 252 

 
17 $0.6 million was awarded to innovations in governance and environment. Since it is not possible to put a dollar value 
on the contributions of those innovations to global democracy and security, an alternate estimate that excludes the cost 
of those awards is presented. This is discussed further in the following sections.  
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$2.25 million (corresponding to 12% overhead) was spent on administrative costs between 2010 and 253 

2012.18 The discounted value of estimated award spending and administrative costs is thus $16.0 254 

million.  255 

The summary of results is presented in Table 3. Table 3’s “Discounted value of DIV spending” 256 

includes all discounted 2010-2012 portfolio investment costs and DIV administration costs.  This 257 

analysis shows that DIV’s early portfolio returned over $17 per dollar invested by DIV, delivering a 258 

social rate of return of over 143%. These are valid lower bound estimates under conservative 259 

assumptions, which are relaxed in the following section.  260 

Table 3: Lower bounds on portfolio social return 261 

 Value Source 

1. Discounted value of 

DIV spending 

($15,974,000) Model, Sheet 1, Cell B8 

2. Discounted net social 

benefits generated by five 

DIV investments 

$280,961,000 Model, Sheet 1, Cell B7 

3. Benefit-cost ratio 17.59 Calculated as (2)/(1) 

4. Social rate of return 143% Discount rate that sets BCR=1  

Dollar figures are rounded to nearest thousand for presentation only. These figures are calculated under the highly conservative assumptions 262 
that benefits ceased in December 2019 and other 36 innovations generated zero net benefits.  263 

4.2: Sensitivity analysis 264 
The results of relaxing various assumptions are shown in Table 4.  265 

1) If the five innovations continue to operate through 2023 at their 2019 levels of operating 266 

costs and benefits, operating costs continue unchanged, and no further innovation funding is 267 

received, the benefit-cost ratio will increase to 28.85. This scenario is likely still conservative. 268 

 
18 The estimated benefit-cost ratio is not sensitive to reasonable changes in the administrative costs for 2010 to 2012.  
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While there is always a risk of innovation shutdown, there is also the possibility of continued 269 

expansion.  270 

2) This paper calculates the social benefit-cost ratio for analytic purposes, and hence focuses on 271 

a conservative calculation that includes the costs of all innovation investments. If this 272 

approach were used as a management tool, then to avoid biasing project selection to sectors 273 

for which it is feasible to measure social benefits, this type of analysis should only be applied 274 

ex-post to the subset of projects with benefits that can be expressed in monetary terms. 275 

Excluding costs of innovations in sectors where that is not possible (notably governance and 276 

certain environment innovations), the benefit-cost ratio increases to 18.14. 277 

3) Modifying the treatment of DIV’s portfolio cost so that any follow-on funding from DIV 278 

that was awarded outside of the early portfolio years as well as associated benefits are 279 

included would yield a benefit-cost ratio of 16.63.  280 

4) Valuing the impact of water treatment at the full Haushofer et al. (2020) estimate increases 281 

the benefit-cost ratio to 32.47.  282 

5) Valuing DALYs at 0.53 times GDP per capita (Ochalek et al. 2018) instead of using the 283 

WHO guideline, the benefit-cost ratio falls to 9.20. 284 

While Table 4 confirms that DIV delivered a high return, the largest limitation to the analysis cannot 285 

be meaningfully addressed with sensitivity analysis: the estimated lower bounds may be far below the 286 

true social returns on the portfolio, due to the inability to account for several high-reach 287 

innovations. 288 

 289 

 290 
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Table 4: Sensitivity Analysis 291 

Scenario Benefit-cost ratio 

0. Conservative base case 17.59 

1. Operations continue through 2023 28.85 

2. Only include cost of innovations that can be valued in monetary terms*  18.14 

3. Include costs and benefits of follow-on funding (post-2012) 16.63 

4. Full Haushofer et al. (2020) estimate of water treatment impact 32.47 

5. Value DALYs at 0.53 times GDP per capita (Ochalek et al. 2018) 9.20 

*Health, for-profit, and other innovations with economic productivity impact. 292 

4.3: Discussion of lower bound results 293 
While one of the purposes of this paper is to investigate whether development innovation is a good 294 

investment, there are reasonable concerns with drawing broad conclusions from DIV’s portfolio. 295 

First, DIV was not randomly selected from the set of funders investing in development, so this 296 

analysis of its portfolio returns is arguably not a good guide to returns in the sector as a whole. It is 297 

possible that DIV’s unique structure and funding principles drove its returns, rather than the 298 

availability of good deals in the sector. Second, it is possible that DIV’s returns may have been 299 

driven by luck. A third issue is that what would have happened to the 41 innovations in the absence 300 

of DIV support is unknown. The histories of the stickers and dispensers innovations and their 301 

ongoing efforts to secure funding both suggest that DIV’s support was pivotal to their development 302 

and scale-up. A strong case for additionality can be made for those two innovations as well as for 303 

software for CHWs, but other innovations in Table 2 (such as glasses for presbyopia) may have 304 

achieved large social impact even without DIV’s support (DIV’s innovation cost share was relatively 305 

low). 306 

The first concern may be addressed by recalling the details on DIV’s investment approach 307 

(Subsection 2.1), which, unlike many successful funds, was not reliant on any particular individual. 308 
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DIV’s openness and flexibility make it a highly replicable model. Early on, DIV had procurement 309 

rules and extremely limited staff during its early portfolio that prevented it from co-creating 310 

proposals with applicants. Although staff can have direct engagement with applicants to learn about 311 

their proposed innovation, DIV continues to fund work as proposed by the innovator. While the 312 

returns estimated in this paper may not be representative of innovation returns achieved thus far, 313 

they could be representative of what is generally achievable when following DIV’s replicable 314 

strategy, in which peer review, market tests, cost-effectiveness, and impact evidence are central 315 

criteria for investment. The finance literature suggests that attempting to pick winners is futile when 316 

it comes to financial portfolios (Jenkinson et al. 2016), but that does not necessarily hold for 317 

development innovation portfolios. The goal of maximizing social rate of return is very different 318 

from financial investing, in that the goal of a development innovation funder is to identify 319 

innovations likely to eventually scale, whether by the grant awardee itself, an adopting government, 320 

or a private organization iterating on the original innovation, without concern about appropriating 321 

returns.  322 

This has practical implications in support of DIV’s replicable approach to investment. For instance, 323 

peer review by external experts in the respective field (as opposed to review done inside the funding 324 

agency) may lead to diffusion of the innovation, which is desirable for social investors but anathema 325 

for profit-maximizing private investors. Giving feedback from peer review to applicants who are not 326 

financially supported could mean supporting a competitor to an investee, but is a positive for social-327 

welfare maximizing funders.  Several of the predictors of innovation scale identified in Section 5 are 328 

also arguably linked to the differences between private- and social-minded innovation investing. 329 

Furthermore, the centrality of impact evidence in DIV’s peer review process leads to funding for 330 

innovations that have, or are likely to generate, rigorous evidence of social benefit.  331 
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The second concern can be addressed by applying different forms of the lower bound approach to 332 

DIV and other innovation portfolios. Variations of the lower bound approach developed in this 333 

paper can be applied for a number of evaluation purposes. If one is simply trying to figure out 334 

whether the return on an innovation portfolio exceeded a benchmark, then one can choose 335 

innovations to examine partly on the basis of data availability and partly on the basis of some 336 

indicator like scale, and then iteratively add innovations to the analysis until the threshold is reached. 337 

As in this paper, it might quickly become clear that the threshold was exceeded after considering a 338 

small number of high-reach innovation investments. Using that approach to analyze DIV’s early 339 

portfolio, the exercise would have assessed the social benefits of just the water treatment innovation 340 

and stopped, because the lower bound based on its social benefits and the cost of the entire 341 

portfolio already surpasses the social rate of return target, with the portfolio delivering $14.12 per 342 

DIV dollar invested, indicating that the water treatment innovation alone covers the cost of the 343 

entire DIV portfolio. If a sufficient number of innovation funders (and not just the self-selected 344 

top-performing investors) applied this approach to check whether they were clearing their portfolio 345 

benchmarks and made these results public, it would contribute to knowledge about the returns on 346 

development innovation investment more broadly. Even in the absence of impact data, the 347 

approach could be turned on its head and used to estimate an upper bound: given knowledge that 348 

only a handful of innovations scaled and optimistic assumptions on benefit per person, one could 349 

assess whether it is even plausible that a portfolio is reaching its social return target.  350 

At the other end of the spectrum, a more intensive approach can be taken if the purpose of 351 

portfolio assessment is to infer something about the investor’s underlying approach. If one found 352 

that the portfolio return was positive due to a single innovation, the evaluator could be concerned 353 
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that the portfolio’s success was due to luck, rather than its investment strategy19. In such a case, one 354 

natural step would be to continue the analysis even after the estimated lower bound has surpassed 355 

the predetermined threshold. One would look for multiple hits to assess whether the portfolio 356 

would have yielded returns above the benchmark even without the investments that counted for the 357 

bulk of the returns. The investment in affordable glasses and software for CHWs also generated 358 

sufficient returns up to 2019 ($32 million and $20 million, respectively) to carry the portfolio. Thus 359 

three out of 41 innovations have already generated at least $16 million (the discounted cost of the 360 

portfolio) in discounted benefits independently, implying that the 90% confidence interval for the 361 

unconditional probability of a single innovation generating sufficient returns to cover the entire 362 

portfolio within ten years is (0.01, 0.14). That is likely an understatement, since other innovations in 363 

solar energy are expected to surpass one million users in the coming years, and are likely already 364 

generating large social benefits. Even the lowest-reach innovation in Table 2 (which lent over $1.5 365 

billion) may have been sufficient to cover the cost of the early portfolio. Clearly, the portfolio’s 366 

achievement of its social rate of return goal does not rely on any one innovation. The existence of 367 

multiple innovations that could single-handedly cover the cost of the entire portfolio suggests that 368 

DIV’s strong returns were not a fluke.  369 

In addition to varying the depth of lower bound estimation for different purposes, valuable lessons 370 

could be drawn from varying the scope of assessment. Assessing sub-portfolio returns could give an 371 

indication of what types of innovation investments yield the highest returns. It is worth examining, 372 

for example, whether investments are particularly likely to be successful in certain sectors, or 373 

whether investments in early stage ideas or more mature innovations have higher returns. Applied to 374 

 
19 The investment portfolios of Eduardo Saverin and Peter Theil presumably both show good returns on the basis of 
their Facebook investments alone. But the odds that this was luck rather than alpha are greater for Saverin, given Peter 
Thiel's role in PayPal and Palantir.  
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sub-portfolios separated by time period instead of innovation type, the approach could also be used 375 

to test whether the returns on innovation are declining over time (Bloom et al. 2017), as low-hanging 376 

fruit gets picked.  377 

5. CORRELATES OF INNOVATION SCALE 378 

Nine out of 41 innovations (22%) in the early portfolio have scaled to over one million users in 379 

original or adapted form.20 It is likely that the conditional probability of scaling for different types of 380 

innovation investments varies substantially with innovation characteristics. Which innovations scale 381 

is a question closely linked to the question of whether or not development innovation is a good 382 

investment. There is a similar lack of evidence on this question, with most analyses relying on ex-383 

post, subjective judgements. Seemingly based on small samples and anecdotes, there are entrenched 384 

beliefs that pilots never scale, RCTs and research interfere with scaling, funders must play a non-385 

financial supportive role in the growth of innovations, and government financial participation is 386 

critical for the scaling of innovations by the public sector. Although DIV’s awards are not 387 

necessarily representative of their respective investment categories, experience from the early 388 

portfolio enables more systematic investigation of the correlates of scale (Subsection 5.1). 389 

Identification of the correlates of innovation scale is followed by a discussion of implications for 390 

innovation investing (Subsection 5.2). 391 

5.1: Identifying correlates of innovation scale  392 
Duflo and Kremer (2015) analyze DIV’s early portfolio and identify several correlates of innovation 393 

scale. Their findings are extended based on an update of innovation scale. Throughout this 394 

 
20 Treating innovation scale as a binomial outcome, this implies that the 90% confidence interval of the probability of an 
innovation reaching over one million users is (0.11, 0.33). 
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subsection, follow-on awards are treated as though they were part of the initial grant, to avoid 395 

double-counting DIV innovations that scaled. Therefore, there are 41 awards instead of 43.  396 

Table 5: Breakdown of DIV awards by stage 397 

Award 
Stage 

Number 
of 

Awards 

Number 
Reaching 

>1 million 

Scaling 
rate Award Value People Reached Expenditure 

 per Person  

Stage 1 
(<$100K)  24 4 17% $2.4 million  19.9 million $0.12 

Stage 2 
(<$1M) 16 4 25% $9.6 million  77.3 million $0.12 

Stage 3 
(<$15M) 1 1 100% $7.4 million  2.2 million $3.37  

ALL 41 10 22% $19.2 million 99.4 million $0.19 
Values are rounded to nearest thousand for presentation only.  398 

Table 5 shows that Stage 1 awards had a lower scaling rate than Stage 2 awards, but the difference is 399 

not statistically significant. This contradicts the view that pilots never scale, which may have 400 

emerged based on the law of small numbers fallacy. Overgeneralizing from other small samples is 401 

particularly problematic for pilot investments (which have small costs but a low absolute probability 402 

of success) because with a small sample it is too easy to quickly conclude that pilots do not scale and 403 

give up. Table 5 also shows that early stage awards delivered a higher reach per dollar spent.  404 

In Table 6, awards are further categorized based on: 1) whether the innovation was run by a for-405 

profit organization or an academic/non-profit organization; 2) whether the organization had a local 406 

partner; 3) whether the innovation primarily operated in a country with population greater than 100 407 

million; 4) whether a researcher was involved with the innovation; 5) whether the innovation had 408 

experimental impact evidence supporting it prior to DIV application; 6) whether innovation used a 409 

pre-existing distribution platform (typically a government organization, large business, or established 410 

NGO) as opposed to a newly created network (typically a direct-to-consumer sales by a social 411 
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enterprise); and 7) whether the estimated unit cost of the innovation was less than $3 per person 412 

reached. All of these distinctions are based on information from the time of DIV application.  413 

Table 6: Scaling rates by characteristics at time of DIV application 414 

 Yes No 

 Awards 
Awards 

that 
scaled 

Scaling 
rate Awards Awards 

that scaled 
Scaling 

rate 

For-profit 10 2 20% 31 7 23% 
Local partner 10 2 20% 31 7 23% 

High population country 11 4 36% 30 5 17% 
Researcher involvement** 25 8 32% 16 1 6% 

Previous RCT*** 8 5 63% 33 4 12% 
Pre-existing distribution** 23 8 35% 18 1 6% 

Low unit cost*** 18 8 44% 23 1 4% 
Stars signify a statistically significant difference between “Yes” and “No.”  ***: p<.01; **: p<.05; *: p<0.1.  415 

Although firm conclusions cannot be drawn on every dimension due to the relatively small sample, 416 

several differences in scaling rates are statistically significant.  417 

Innovations with low unit costs were ten times more likely to scale than those that were more 418 

expensive.21 Awards that leveraged the distribution network of an existing organization (often a 419 

government, but also large businesses) were six times more likely to scale than those that set up new 420 

distribution networks (e.g., social enterprises that sold directly to consumers). These last two points 421 

are interrelated since avoiding the cost of setting up new distribution networks would help to keep 422 

costs low. On this front, VisionSpring was an illustrative case study (see Appendix B). It employed 423 

two distribution models: one partnered with existing channels, while the other trained entrepreneurs 424 

to distribute the product directly to consumers. The organization has since decided to focus on the 425 

former, finding it to be less capital-intensive and more cost-effective. Furthermore, close working 426 

 
21 Applying the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) method with scaling to one million users as the 
dependent variable, previous RCT, high population country, low unit cost, and pre-existing distribution are the 
significant predictors among the eight variables discussed.  
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arrangements with entrenched institutions (which have yielded commitments from the Government 427 

of Kenya and India to transform two of the five innovations in the primary analysis into policy) 428 

signal that most of the high-reach innovations supported by DIV are building local capacity.  429 

Innovations that had previous empirical evidence in support of their impact (through a randomized 430 

controlled trial) prior to the DIV performance period were significantly more likely to scale than 431 

those that had no previous RCT supporting them, even controlling for award stage. Awards with 432 

researcher involvement (often coupled with an RCT) were also significantly more likely to scale. 433 

Most researchers were U.S. based, but innovations with researchers were especially likely to scale if 434 

the researcher had ties to the region (four out of seven of such innovations scaled, versus five out of 435 

18 that had a researcher who was not from the region). These statistically significant correlations 436 

could be due to a number of causal mechanisms. For instance, impact evaluation and researcher 437 

involvement could have played a formative role in innovation development due to their specialized 438 

knowledge or experience. Alternatively, researchers may have chosen which innovations to be 439 

involved with based in part on pre-existing likelihood of scaling (which enables high-powered 440 

analysis).  A third possibility is that researcher involvement typically indicates that the grant featured 441 

an impact evaluation. We might think of scaling decisions by private firms or governments as being 442 

influenced of evidence of impact. When the potential long-term adopters of an innovation find 443 

evidence that it improves outcomes, they are more likely to adopt. Either way, these findings call 444 

into question conventional wisdom on a tradeoff between rigorous evaluation and scaling-up. 445 

5.2: Discussion of correlates of innovation scale 446 
A hypothesis that links the findings on the high social return on DIV’s early portfolio and the 447 

correlates of innovation scale is based on the distinction between financially- and socially-motivated 448 

innovation investors. With relatively well-functioning markets, financially-motivated investors have 449 

incentives to acquire information on an innovation’s likely private return, and claim innovation 450 
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opportunities that are likely to be profitable. Public sectors may be less nimble and face the winner’s 451 

curse with respect to financial investments, but that leaves a niche for socially-motivated investors to 452 

support innovations for which the expected ratio of private to social returns is low (because the 453 

innovations is not meant to be commercially viable, they require some innovation costs that make 454 

them profitable only after trial and error, or there are substantial externalities from the innovation’s 455 

use).  In Figure 3, socially-motivated investors can fill a gap in the innovation ecosystem by investing 456 

in Area B (where innovations are profitable once developed, but there are risks and large upfront 457 

costs that may prevent private investors from supporting them) and Area C (which are socially 458 

beneficial but are unlikely to ever be profitable).  459 

Figure 3: Arbitrage opportunities for socially-motivated innovation funds460 

  461 

Many of the identified correlates of innovation scale seem to reflect innovation characteristics that 462 

are associated with low entry barriers, which are conducive to generating social returns but 463 

counterproductive for commercial viability. Innovations with such characteristics are likely to be 464 
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undervalued by innovation funders aiming to maximize private returns on their investments, and 465 

therefore represent an arbitrage opportunity for social investors.  466 

This has implications for the finding of high rates of scaling for early-stage innovations. The only 467 

Stage 3 award in DIV’s early portfolio (water treatment dispensers) was a relatively expensive 468 

hardware innovation that was scaled up by the organization that won the award, as opposed to other 469 

organizations. Meanwhile, early-stage innovations (Stage 1 and Stage 2, according to DIV’s 470 

classification) are particularly likely to have weak barriers to entry. That is a negative for profit-471 

maximizing funders, but a positive for social funders. For instance, for private innovation funders, it 472 

is a plus if the innovation is a patentable good as opposed to a business practice that is harder to 473 

protect. Moreover, funding rigorous testing of innovations is an activity that promotes adoption by 474 

others. That is desirable for social funders, but not profit-maximizing funders.  475 

Innovations that are expected to have low unit costs have lower barriers to entry, all else equal. They 476 

may not present high-margin opportunities to generate profit for the innovating organization, but 477 

their innovations are more likely to be replicable. That is a drawback for profit-seeking investors, but 478 

not for social investors.  479 

Many innovation funders have a mental model of scaling through the awarded organization, but the 480 

scaling rate of innovations in DIV’s early portfolio was higher for innovations that were distributed 481 

through a third party (government, business, or large NGO). Profit-maximizing funders look for 482 

cases in which the organization will be able to scale itself, to ensure that they do not have to share 483 

rents with other parties, and can recover their investment. To the extent that private funders will 484 

already have invested in opportunities where there are positive financial returns (as predicted under 485 

standard economic models), there may be opportunities for public sector funders focused on the 486 

social rate of return to invest in innovations that could potentially be adopted by multiple other 487 
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organizations. The focus of so many innovation funders on start-ups may miss an important 488 

category of development innovation that was quite prominent in DIV’s early portfolio.  489 

While there are many reasons (discussed in Subsection 5.1) that may contribute to why researcher 490 

involvement was highly predictive of innovation scale, for this discussion it is most relevant that 491 

researchers’ primary motivation is to publish novel research. Researchers are thus more likely to take 492 

advantage of another organization’s ability to scale up their innovations than to spend time and 493 

money building the capacity of the originating organization, because they have private incentives to 494 

move on to the next project. Published research itself can make it easier to replicate innovations. 495 

That would not align well with the incentives of a profit-maximizing funder, but would be consistent 496 

with the mission of social investors.  497 

Organizations funded privately and run by professional financial investors may well be best at 498 

finding the opportunities for privately profitable innovation investment, but that leaves an arbitrage 499 

opportunity for organizations focused on social return to look for innovations that might well be 500 

scaled by organizations other than the organization which initially developed the innovation. This 501 

highlights the importance of continuing to adapt lessons from private innovation investment to the 502 

case of social innovation investment.  503 

This analysis suggests that social investing can complement private investing, and it will be most 504 

valuable if based on analysis of gaps in the market that are left by commercial investors. The 505 

distinction between social and private return maximization by funders also has implications for the 506 

particular activities social innovation investors will optimally fund, and the modes of investment that 507 

each will optimally use. It suggests that for social innovation funders, providing support for 508 

development of the organization is less important (and perhaps even counter-productive) than to 509 

support the innovative idea itself. 510 
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6. CONCLUSION 511 

Economic theory suggests a potential case for innovation investment initiatives since many types of 512 

innovations are global public goods. The social benefits of successful innovations such as oral 513 

rehydration therapy and conditional cash transfers are not fully captured by the innovator, so weak 514 

incentives for private firms would result in suboptimal investment in innovations from a societal 515 

perspective. Successful innovations typically generate substantial consumer surplus and even 516 

producer surplus is typically only partially protected by patents, intellectual property rights, trade 517 

secrets or first-mover advantage. To the extent that aid donors are organized with separate offices 518 

focused on single countries, country-based teams may not have strong incentives to invest in 519 

developing and testing innovations that could benefit other countries. This provides a rationale for 520 

aid donors to be more geographically agnostic and invest in innovations that could potentially be 521 

applied in multiple countries. Similarly, many funders silo their operations by sectors, making it 522 

difficult to identify and support interventions that work in multiple sectors without open innovation 523 

funds. Investments in development innovations are also less likely to crowd out government 524 

spending (e.g., on consumption, infrastructure) than other forms of aid, and thus may be valued by 525 

donors that seek to limit future reliance on aid.  526 

While there is a clear theoretical case for investing in innovation, little work has been done to assess 527 

the returns on innovation portfolios. We develop a bounding method for measuring portfolio return 528 

that is consistent with the skewness observed in venture-type portfolios. Other development funders 529 

could adapt the approach for their own portfolios and contribute more needed evidence on 530 

investing in innovation. Applying the approach to DIV, we compare the rigorously measured and 531 

monetized benefits of just five successful innovations to the cost of DIV's entire early portfolio. We 532 

find a social rate of return of over 143%, far exceeding DIV’s initial ambitious target of 15% social 533 
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return. Even under conservative assumptions, DIV returned $17 in social benefits for each dollar 534 

invested - $281 million in net social benefits compared to a total portfolio cost of $16 million. The 535 

portfolio’s return is high compared with the economic return on development projects (Ospina and 536 

Block 2016, IEG 2010) and the social return on agriculture research (Stevenson et al. 2018).   537 

This high rate of return suggests the presence of market distortions in innovation investing that 538 

result in opportunities being left on the table by profit-maximizing innovation investors, who are 539 

unlikely to support innovations associated with low barriers to entry. It may be that risk-averse 540 

donors and philanthropists (or the staff who manage funds) are reluctant to invest in early-stage 541 

innovations with a high probability of failure, despite their high reach per dollar spent. This 542 

reluctance could be particularly pronounced in the public sector, where risk-taking may be more 543 

difficult than in the private sector for institutional reasons. The high rate of failure associated with 544 

individual development innovations could be politically unacceptable. However, DIV’s large social 545 

returns suggest that there is considerable room for further risk-taking in funding development 546 

innovation.  Maintaining an open approach and large portfolios could attenuate this distortion, by 547 

helping funders to diversify across sectors and approaches, while taking a portfolio-level view of 548 

returns could help frame innovation investing in a more politically acceptable way.  549 

None of this is to say that investing in innovation is a superior mode of supporting development, or 550 

that it should be the vehicle for a larger share of development aid. Comparisons of different forms 551 

of aid do not follow from the analysis, and it is unknown if the high returns observed from DIV’s 552 

early investments would have increased proportionally if more funding had been awarded in 2010-553 

2012. Rather, the experience from DIV’s early portfolio suggests several lessons for social impact 554 

funders.  555 
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First, open innovation funds can deliver large and measurable results by taking advantage of 556 

arbitrage opportunities in innovation investing, identifying opportunities for high social impact that 557 

profit-maximizing, private return seeking funders would be likely to neglect. DIV’s early portfolio 558 

was constructed by taking many smart, relatively small bets, being open to ideas from researchers, 559 

testing rigorously, and investing larger amounts to scale cost-effective innovations. Innovations that 560 

did not fit into preconceived strategies were given an opportunity to build on or establish evidence 561 

of their impact, demonstrating how DIV’s openness and evidence focus are complementary. The 562 

water treatment innovation was supported through a partnership with BMGF, which was kept open 563 

across sectors to pick up low hanging fruit. While road safety was not a strategic priority of USAID 564 

or the Kenyan government, DIV’s open approach enabled it to foster the highly cost-effective 565 

sticker innovation, which works in the transportation sector to address a major public health 566 

problem in low-income countries. Being open to evidence-based funding regardless of sector yielded 567 

high returns, and DIV’s openness continued to be central after awards had been made. Its 568 

outcomes-focused milestones and flexible grants management enabled grantees to adjust their 569 

approach when a scaling strategy failed. 570 

Second, DIV’s early portfolio highlights the need to take an expanded view of routes to scaling, and 571 

complement direct sales to customers with scaling routes other than the social enterprise model that 572 

is emphasized by many innovation funders. Nearly all of the innovations that reached one million 573 

users in DIV’s portfolio leveraged the distribution networks of governments and large businesses, 574 

which helped to keep customer acquisition costs low. Organizational tactics changed over time for 575 

several of the most successful innovations which also highlights the value of DIV’s flexible funding 576 

model that does not prescribe specific activities but instead focuses on improved outcomes. Initial 577 

funding for the concept often led to an evolution of strategy and management that opened up new 578 

distribution channels and funding sources for low-cost innovations that proved highly cost effective. 579 
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The road safety innovation was intended to scale through the private sector (insurance companies), 580 

but the Kenyan government also decided to require installation of stickers during vehicle safety 581 

inspections. The glasses for presbyopia innovation has shifted from a social entrepreneurship model 582 

in its early years to a model that leverages the distribution channels of other NGOs, businesses, and 583 

governments. The water treatment innovation was initially intended to scale with government 584 

funding, and has been supplemented by revenue from carbon credits. The software for CHWs 585 

innovation received funding from BMGF and is being scaled-up nation-wide in India with 586 

government support. All of these innovations attracted financial support from other sources after 587 

the conclusion of DIV support.  588 

Third, much of the social return on innovations may be accrued outside the initial country of 589 

development and by organizations other than the one that originated the innovation. This relates to 590 

the previous point that the team that develops an innovation need not be the one that scales it. 591 

DIV’s openness across countries and sectors meant that applicants could propose ideas that work in 592 

one country and adapt it to others. While the dispenser innovation was developed in Kenya, it has 593 

been adopted in Malawi and Uganda, and a substantial share of its social benefits are generated 594 

there. The election monitoring innovation was initially supported in Afghanistan, before being 595 

adapted in Kenya, Uganda, and South Africa. These innovation investments are global public goods 596 

and the benefits of other countries and organizations adopting them may be much larger than the 597 

benefits which can be attributed to the original innovator. They might not have been high domestic 598 

priorities initially and it might not have been clear ex-ante that they were good investments, but it 599 

was worth making these risky investments because of the potential benefits to low-income countries 600 

more broadly.  601 
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Finally, not every innovation should be expected to achieve impact at scale, much like in the venture 602 

fund model, in which less than 10% of investments yield substantial returns (Ghosh, 2012). A few 603 

highly successful innovations can cover the cost of large portfolios, so focus must be maintained on 604 

portfolio return. The lower bound exercise shows the importance of collecting high-quality data on 605 

social impact and reach of investments. Although some fraction of innovations will yield benefits 606 

that cannot be valued in monetary terms, including the learning benefits from investing in 607 

innovations that end up not working (i.e., avoiding poor investments in the future), an innovation 608 

funder can learn much about the performance of a portfolio from a subset of investments. Since 609 

most innovations that scaled did not require additional DIV support and governments, firms, and 610 

NGOs leverage innovation funding, it is critical to collect data on scaling and applications in new 611 

settings after the end of grants. Social innovation funders should go beyond looking at scaling 612 

during the duration of the grant and by the funded organization, or risk systematically 613 

underestimating the return on supported innovations. It will especially understate returns to 614 

innovations designed to be adopted by others (early-stage innovation and innovations by 615 

researchers). A widespread effort to collect data over the full developmental cycle of innovations 616 

would enable extension of the findings on social return and correlates of scale beyond DIV’s 617 

experience, completing the record of investing in development innovation to date and influencing 618 

how innovation investment is conducted going forward.   619 

  620 
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Appendix A: Proof for the lower bound result 740 

Assumption 1: !!,# > 0	%&'	())	*.  741 

Innovations did not lead to net social costs beyond DIV’s investment.  742 

Assumption 2: !!,$% ≥ 0	%&'	())	,% > ,. 743 

Net future benefits of portfolio innovations are either positive or zero, but not negative.  744 

Proposition: SROR&!,' ≥ SROR&,(	 for all T′ ≥ T and all J⊆I. 745 

Calculating the SROR up to the present year T accounting for the benefits of a subset of 746 

innovations gives a lower bound on the social rate of return up to a future (projected) year T’ 747 

accounting for the benefits of the full portfolio of innovations.  748 

Proof:  749 

Part 1: Recall that the social rate of return (SROR) is the discount rate that equalizes discounted 750 

benefits with discounted costs. The true SROR for the innovation investment is measured over a 751 

longer time range, 3 = 0 to 3 = T′: 752 
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We cannot estimate SRORT’ since the benefits and costs in the future are unknown. But consider a 755 

shorter time horizon from 3 = 0 to	3 = ,, with , < T′ and over which the net benefits are known 756 

or estimable. SRORT is the rate which satisfies: 757 
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We can show that :;<;&% ≥ :;<;$ must hold (i.e. SRORT is a lower bound for SRORT’) if net 760 

future benefits are always non-negative (Assumption 2). Decompose Equation (6) as follows:  761 
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         (8) 765 

Note by the definition of SROR, the difference between the two left-hand side terms of Equation 766 

(8) is 0. Also, note that by the non-negative net expected future benefits assumption, the difference 767 

between last two terms on the right-hand side is weakly positive (i.e., the Net Present Value of the 768 

innovation after period T is greater than or equal to zero).  769 

Moving terms around leaves Equation (9): 770 
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        (9) 774 

Plugging Equation (7) in for the right-hand side yields:  775 
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        (10) 778 

 779 

Equation (10) implies that SRORT’≥SRORT for a single innovation investment.  780 

Part 2: Assumption 1 brings us to the portfolio-level Proposition. Recall that the portfolio SROR is 781 

such that: 782 
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	 786 

Consider any subset of innovations J⊆I, and define :;<;-	such that: 787 
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Since	!!,# > 0	for all i by Assumption 1, it must be the case that :;<;- ≤ :;<;+ . This can be 792 

proved by way of contradiction. Suppose by way of contradiction that :;<;- > :;<;+ . Then (11) 793 

and (12) together yield: 794 
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 798 

which simplifies to: 799 
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 801 

But :;<;+ > :;<;-		if  !!,# > 0 for all i not in J (which follows from Assumption 1). This is a 802 

contradiction of the initial premise that :;<;- > :;<;+ , so the conclusion is that 803 

:;<;- ≤ :;<;+ . 804 

 805 

Combining results from Part 1 and Part 2, SRORT’,I≥SRORT,J. The practical implication of this is 806 

that under Assumptions 1 and 2, the rate of return estimated through year t for a subset of the 807 

portfolio is a lower bound for the rate of return estimated through a projected year for the full 808 

portfolio.   809 

 810 

 811 
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Appendix B: Details on innovations reaching over 1 million beneficiaries 812 
and reasons for exclusion from cost-benefit analysis 813 

These details on the top nine high-reach innovations are drawn from the Appendix of Duflo and 814 

Kremer (2015). 815 

 816 

1. Smartphone software for Community Health Workers (CHWs) 817 

CommCare is a mobile platform that enables CHWs to enroll and manage clients, to create patient 818 

intake forms, to conduct more timely visits, and to access learning resources with information about 819 

healthy behavior. Developed by Dimagi, a social enterprise that makes open source software to 820 

improve healthcare in low-income countries and for the underserved, CommCare provides 821 

actionable data to help CHWs improve their performance. CHWs can submit patient data in real-822 

time to a central cloud server, where it is privacy-protected and backed up. Supervisors can view 823 

each CHW’s performance indicators, including daily activity, number of clients, length of visits, and 824 

follow-up rates. 825 

 826 

2. Voter report cards 827 

Researchers conducted a multi-year project in India to test 1) whether better electoral outcomes can 828 

be achieved by directly providing voters with information, either on politician responsibilities or on 829 

actual politician performance and qualifications, 2) whether anticipation of and actual public 830 

disclosures on responsibilities and/or performance can cause incumbents to improve their service 831 

delivery and performance and change decisions on whether to stand for re-election, and 3) whether 832 

governance can be strengthened by directly providing elected officials with information about the 833 

quality of service and if this, in turn, affects usage of these amenities. 834 

 835 
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 836 

3. Affordable glasses for presbyopia 837 

VisionSpring reaches base of the income pyramid (BoP) customers in rural and peri-urban areas 838 

through outreach efforts that provide vision screenings and access to affordable glasses. Its business 839 

model supports the sale of glasses to the poorest customers (targeting 70 percent of all customers) 840 

with revenue from higher-priced products sold to wealthier customers. VisionSpring has ten years of 841 

experience serving the global BoP optical market including successful implementation of the 842 

BoPtical Care Model in El Salvador. DIV supported this program in India, which was designed to 843 

reach 1.2 million people in six years. Each of VisionSpring's 10 “BoPtical Care” Hubs established 844 

under this award aimed to reach 12,000 individuals annually with high-quality affordable eye care. 845 

With this last-mile distribution system, VisionSpring drove down total costs from $18 to 846 

approximately $6 for each pair of glasses, increasing their affordability for BoP customers. 847 

 848 

4. Election monitoring technology 849 

One low-cost alternative to having international election observers is to use mobile technology to 850 

record and transmit information about votes cast at specific polling stations. Researchers designed 851 

an anti-fraud technology called “photo quick count,” which allows local election monitors to 852 

photograph provisional vote tally sheets at individual polling centers and compare them to the 853 

official vote count after aggregation. (In a clean election, the before and after tallies should be 854 

identical.) Letters announcing the photographic vote count verification were sent to a random 855 

sample of polling stations during the 2010 parliamentary elections in Afghanistan. This study 856 

covered 471 polling stations, about 5% of the national sample. 857 

 858 

 859 
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 860 

5. Road safety stickers 861 

Researchers partnered with a local NGO and Safaricom, a major telecom company, to design and 862 

implement a road safety messaging campaign in Kenya. “Speak Up!” stickers encouraging passengers 863 

to speak up against bad driving were placed in a random sample of minibuses, and drivers were 864 

rewarded through a lottery for keeping the stickers in place. These rewards ranged from US $25 to 865 

$60. The stickers, about 11 by 3 inches, were placed on the metal panel between a passenger window 866 

and the ceiling of the vehicle, ensuring that at least one sticker was within eyesight of each passenger 867 

sitting in the main cabin. The first study (prior to DIV funding) covered 2,400 matatus operating 868 

along a set of long-distance routes. 869 

 870 

6. Mobile agriculture extension 871 

Precision Agriculture for Development (an organization that emerged from the DIV grant to 872 

Innovations for Poverty Action’s mobile agriculture extension innovation in Kenya) reaches farmers 873 

with personalized agricultural advice through their mobile phones. They implement this model in 874 

collaboration with partner organizations and governments and gather evidence on its impact.  875 

 876 

7. Water treatment dispensers 877 

A free, point-of-collection water chlorination system was designed to address the issue of 878 

recontamination and low usage rates of dilute chlorine available for purchase. Chlorine dispensers 879 

are placed at water sources, which serve as a visual reminder to treat water when it is most salient at 880 

the time of collection. The source-based approach makes drinking water treatment convenient 881 

because the dispenser valve delivers an accurate dose of chlorine to treat the most commonly used 882 

water collection containers, while the public nature of the dispenser also contributes to learning and 883 
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habit formation. In addition, local promoters provide frequent reminders and encouragement to 884 

other community members to use the product. At scale, chlorine dispensers could cost less than 885 

$0.50 per person annually, making them one of the most cost effective ways to reduce diarrheal 886 

disease and save lives. 887 

 888 

8. Digital attendance monitoring 889 

The government of Karnataka state in India partnered with researchers to implement and evaluate a 890 

biometric monitoring system that objectively records attendance and reports it to supervisors in real 891 

time, combined with a robust system of incentives and penalties for unauthorized absences to 892 

improve staff attendance and patient health. From a sample of 322 primary healthcare centers across 893 

five socio economically diverse districts, 140 were randomly selected to receive the biometric devices 894 

consisting of a fingerprint reader and a mobile phone, while the remaining 182 continued with the 895 

status quo paper system of marking attendance. The device was used to record staff attendance via 896 

thumb impression at the beginning and end of each day. It was also capable of recording details 897 

about cash benefits paid to patients along with photographs and signatures and thumb impressions 898 

of beneficiaries taken at the clinic, and statistics regarding number of patients seen and the diseases 899 

treated. In practice it was primarily used for attendance monitoring. Attendance data could be 900 

transferred wirelessly using the existing cellular network to the state health headquarters in 901 

Bangalore so supervisors could track staff attendance in near real time. This data was analyzed and 902 

processed and then communicated back to the districts. This attendance information was coupled 903 

with an extensive system of incentives and penalties to encourage better attendance. Based on the 904 

attendance data, the government planned to issue both positive incentives, such as awards for staff 905 

members with good attendance records, as well as negative incentives, such as reprimand letters, 906 
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disciplinary action, suspension from service, docking of pay, and deduction of earned leave for 907 

employees with unauthorized absences. 908 

 909 

9. Psychometric credit assessment 910 

The Entrepreneurial Finance Lab (EFL) applies psychometrics and behavioral science to loan 911 

repayment. Their credit-scoring technology enables better lending decisions for banks in emerging 912 

markets by revealing new dimensions of information about potential borrowers, whether or not they 913 

have credit history and collateral. Banks administer the EFL application on a computer or mobile 914 

device. The app uses psychometric methods to assess default risk, focusing on the applicant’s 915 

intellect, business acumen, ethics, and attitude and beliefs, and other qualities. EFL creates a robust 916 

credit risk evaluation that is more powerful than traditional credit screening methods.  917 

 918 

Reasons for exclusion from cost-benefit analysis 919 

The second and fourth innovations, voter report cards and rapid transfer of polling station-level 920 

vote counts, likely generated very large social benefits, but they are not included in the calculations 921 

of a lower bound on the social rate of return, as it is difficult to know how to value them.  This is for 922 

two reasons. First, they were both governance innovations, designed to improve democratic 923 

institutions. One was designed to improve voter information, while the other was designed to reduce 924 

a particular type of election fraud. It is difficult to know how to place a monetary value on these 925 

outcomes. Second, while RCTs found positive results in each case (voter report cards increased 926 

voter turnout by 2 percentage points and reduced vote-buying by 19 percentage points (Banerjee, 927 

Pande, Kumar, and Su 2011), while transmission of polling station-level vote counts reduced theft of 928 

election materials by 60% and reduced votes for politically powerful candidates by 25% (Callen and 929 
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Long 2015)), the scaled-up form of the innovations were adapted, lower-cost versions, and may not 930 

have had the same impact.22 931 

One high-touch variant of the sixth innovation,23 mobile phone-based agriculture extension, has 932 

been shown via RCT to increase farmer expenditure on irrigation by 80% in India (Cole and 933 

Fernando 2016). However, lower-touch variants account for the majority of people reached by this 934 

innovation, and the evidence on their impact on yields is inconclusive.  935 

Psychometric credit scoring, the ninth largest-reach innovation, has been used to facilitate over $1.5 936 

billion in lending. In a non-experimental study of a participating bank in Peru, Arraiz et al. (2015) 937 

show that the eighth innovation increased access to credit for unbanked entrepreneurs relative to 938 

traditional credit-scoring methods (without increasing the lender’s portfolio risk). But since there is 939 

no experimental evidence on the innovation’s impact and in 2018 the organization that was awarded 940 

the grant to scale the innovation merged with Lenddo (a Singapore-based consumer finance 941 

software company), it is difficult to measure the social benefits generated by DIV’s investment in it.  942 

  943 

 
22 The necessary exclusion of the second and third innovations from this (and any future) social return estimates may 
raise concerns about biasing innovation selection against this type of governance innovation, which can create large 
social value. For this reason, one estimate in Subsection 4.6 only includes the cost of awards to innovations which 
generate benefits that could potentially be expressed in monetary terms. That estimate is presented only after the primary 
calculations for expositional purposes, but it could be argued that the alternative measure is of greater interest.  
23 The non-profit organization that emerged from this innovation was co-founded by Michael Kremer. 
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Appendix C: Calculation details for BCR of five innovations 944 

Subsections C.1-C.5 present brief descriptions of the five innovations included in this analysis, 945 

explain the calculation of the benefits generated by the innovations, and then estimate the 946 

innovation costs, distinguishing between recurring operating costs (which are subtracted from 947 

benefits to estimate net benefits) and innovation costs. For these innovations, only the innovations’ 948 

direct impacts on immediate beneficiaries (people who avoided accidents involving minibuses, water 949 

treatment dispenser users, patients treated by healthcare workers, eyeglasses users) are valued. All 950 

five innovations had experimental evidence of their impact on at least an intermediate development 951 

outcome, such as access to antenatal care. If the grantee did not have causal evidence on effect of 952 

their innovation on a final outcome (such as child mortality reduction), we searched the literature for 953 

a study conducted on a similar population, and applied half of that impact to be conservative. The 954 

indirect benefits of the innovations (e.g., reduced traffic congestion, emissions, and vehicle damage 955 

from safer driving; epidemiological externalities from reduced transmission of diarrheal disease to 956 

others)24 may be very large but are not accounted for. 957 

C.1: Road safety stickers 958 
This product innovation places stickers in public minibuses to encourage passengers to speak up 959 

against reckless driving. It was piloted in Kenya with support from the Center for Global 960 

Development and Safaricom (Habyarimana and Jack 2011). DIV supported testing in Kenya 961 

through a Stage 2 investment in 2011. DIV later made a follow up grant after the 2010-12 period 962 

(which therefore is not included in the early portfolio calculations) that supported scaling in Kenya, 963 

and testing of impact and exploration of potential opportunities for scale-up in Uganda, Rwanda, 964 

and Tanzania. In Kenya, the innovation was scaled-up by an insurance company which required 965 

 
24 When one individual adopts water treatment, even non-adopters in the community could benefit because their risk of 
exposure to disease falls.  
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stickers as a condition for coverage and incentivized sticker use through a lottery for drivers, owners, 966 

and conductors, and the government, in particular the National Transportation and Safety Authority 967 

of Kenya, which facilitated checks for stickers compliance during the annual routine inspections of 968 

the minibuses. 969 

Subsection C.1.1 explains the data on the benefits and Subsection C.1.2 explains the costs, and how 970 

those estimates are used to measure innovation-level performance (Subsection C.1.3).  971 

C.1.1: Road safety sticker benefits 972 

It is useful to switch from accounting for benefits and costs of the innovation in per capita terms to 973 

per unit of innovation terms, where a unit constitutes a minibus with a sticker. When an innovation 974 

is health-related, the benefit of the innovation in a given time period t can be expressed as:25  975 

:&E*()	FGHG%*3	&%	(	ℎG()3ℎ	*HH&J(3*&H	*H	K:L# = LMNOP	P(JGQ	RG'	SH*3	# ×976 

KH*3P	&%	*HH&J(3*&H# 	× 	U()SG	&%	(	LMNO	*H	K:L# (5) 977 

DALYs saved per stickered vehicle: The innovation saves DALYs through the prevention of 978 

traffic accidents. Table C1, Panel A summarizes the inputs that go into calculating the expected 979 

Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) saved per stickered minibus. A 2015 randomized controlled 980 

trial study by Habyarimana and Jack published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science finds 981 

that stickers reduced the proportion of vehicles involved in an accident by 0.017 per year. It also 982 

estimates the number of deaths per accident (0.105) along with the number of injuries per accident 983 

(0.42). 24 years (which is the gender-weighted, discounted life expectancy at the age of an average 984 

minibus rider - see Online Supplement A2) of life are lost per accident death. Seven DALYs are 985 

 
25 Note that Equations (1)-(4) were based on people reached by an innovation, while Equation (5) is based on the active 
units of each innovation. This change makes the innovation-specific data on dispensers and stickers easier to work with.  
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assumed to be lost per injury, which is at the conservative end of the range provided by 986 

Habyarimana and Jack (2015). Multiplying the number of accidents averted by the average number 987 

of deaths and injuries per accident, as well as the associated number of DALYs lost due to death and 988 

injury respectively, produces the DALYs loss averted per stickered minibus. The DALY calculations 989 

in Table C1, Panel A do not account for benefits such as reductions in congestion, energy savings, 990 

or improved passenger experience due to safer driving. They also exclude direct non-health benefits 991 

(see Habyarimana and Jack 2015 for an estimate of the large financial returns on the innovation 992 

through averted vehicle damage).  993 

Road safety sticker reach: Georgetown University Initiative on Innovation, Development and 994 

Evaluation (gui2de) provided data on the number of stickered minibuses in each month from March 995 

2011 to March 2019 (Online Supplement A2). The latest number is in Table C1, Panel B. For social 996 

return calculations, the average number of stickered vehicles is adjusted downward in each year to 997 

account for non-compliance (including sticker depreciation and vehicle turnover).  998 

Benefit of a saved DALY: As discussed in Subsection 3.3, the cost of saving a DALY is assumed 999 

to be the GDP per capita of the country in which the innovation operates. Kenya’s nominal GDP 1000 

per capita averaged $1,343 between 2010 and 2019 according to the World Bank.  1001 

C.1.2: Road safety sticker costs 1002 

Innovation costs: Table C1, Panel B lists the DIV investment cost for the road safety innovation. 1003 

DIV initially made a Stage 2 testing award for $290,000, and subsequently awarded a $2.96 million 1004 

Stage 3 scale-up award in 2014 after the innovation demonstrated evidence of impact and cost-1005 

effectiveness. The Stage 3 award is treated as though it was made by another investor, since it was 1006 

made outside of the early portfolio period, so the discounted value of DIV’s investment was 1007 
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$207,000 (Table C1, Panel C). During its piloting phase (which started with an RCT before the DIV 1008 

award period), the organization received $155,000 in support from Safaricom, Center for Global 1009 

Development, and the Government of Kenya.  1010 

DIV share of innovation costs: Discounting the innovation costs described above, the DIV early 1011 

portfolio’s share of cumulative discounted innovation costs for the road safety stickers is estimated 1012 

at 49% in 2013, falling to 13% by 2019. 1013 

Operating costs: The operating costs of this innovation include program administration, 1014 

monitoring, purchasing, sorting, and packing stickers, staff training, compliance incentives, and 1015 

tracking software. The organization received a $900,000 award from GiveWell that was used in 1016 

parallel with DIV funding to cover those operating costs between March 2017 and May 2018. 43% 1017 

of that award was expected to be spent in Kenya. The GiveWell award counts as covering operating 1018 

costs rather than as innovation costs, because GiveWell made the award on the basis of 1019 

demonstrated cost-effectiveness at scale following the DIV award. gui2de estimates that moving 1020 

forward, the operating cost in Kenya is $177,000 per year. These operating costs are subtracted from 1021 

benefits to calculate the innovation’s net benefits in each month.  1022 

C.1.3: Innovation-level social return 1023 

The social return for the attendance monitoring innovation is presented in Table C1, Panel C. The 1024 

innovation returned over $12 per dollar invested by DIV.  1025 

 1026 

 1027 

 1028 

 1029 
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Table C1: Road safety stickers 1030 

Panel A: DALYs saved per stickered vehicle Value Source 

1. Reduction in annualized rate of accidents 0.017 Habyarimana & Jack (2015), Table 4 

2. Deaths per accident 0.105 Habyarimana & Jack (2015), Table 2 

3. Injuries per death 4 GiveWell 

4. Injuries per accident 0.42 Calculated as (2) x (3) 

5. Discounted DALYs lost due to death 23.8 Online Supplement A2. 

6. DALYs lost per minibus injury 7 Habyarimana & Jack (2015) pp. E4668. 

7. Annual DALYs saved per stickered vehicle 0.09 Calculated as [(1)*(2)*(5) + (1)*(4)*(6)] 

Panel B: Calculation inputs Value Source 

Benefits 

1. Annual DALYs saved per stickered vehicle 

 

0.09 

 

Panel A, Row 7 

2. Number of stickered minibuses, 2019 41,000 Online Supplement A1 

3. Vehicle compliance rate 0.76 Online Supplement A7 

Costs (undiscounted)   

4. DIV Award (2011) $290,000 DIV Portfolio 

5. Annual operating cost in Kenya at 2019 scale $177,000 Online Supplement A8 

Panel C: Social BCR Value Source 

1. Discounted value of DIV Award ($207,000) Model, Sheet 2, Column F 

2. DIV’s average share of cumulative innovation 

investment through 2019 

14% Model, Sheet 2, Column S 

3. Discounted social benefits of innovation $13,888,000 Model, Sheet 2, Column R 

4. Discounted social benefits generated by DIV 

investment 

$2,642,000 Model, Sheet 2, Column U 

5. Benefit-cost ratio 12.76 Calculated as (4)/(1) 

Costs are rounded to nearest thousand for presentation only. 1031 
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C.2: Water treatment dispensers 1032 
This delivery model innovation installs point-of-collection chlorine dispensers to promote water 1033 

treatment and increase access to safe drinking water. Dispensers of diluted chlorine solution are 1034 

placed at wells and springs in rural communities in Kenya, Malawi, and Uganda. Treatment of water 1035 

reduces the likelihood of early childhood diarrhea, which is a major cause of child mortality in these 1036 

countries.26 Dispensers provide free water treatment to users and serve as a visual reminder to treat 1037 

water at the time of collection.  1038 

The calculation of the benefits (Subsection C.2.1), costs (Subsection C.2.2), and social return of this 1039 

innovation (Subsection C.2.3) follows the same procedure and layout as for the road safety 1040 

innovation in Subsections C.1.1-C.1.3.   1041 

C.2.1: Water treatment dispenser benefits 1042 

DALYs saved per dispenser: Table C2, Panel A summarizes the inputs for calculating the 1043 

expected number of DALYs saved per dispenser in each of the three countries where dispensers 1044 

have been installed at scale: Kenya, Uganda, and Malawi. First, the reduction in child mortality per 1045 

dispenser is calculated using the baseline mortality rate (World Bank estimate for each country), the 1046 

number of children with access to a dispenser (Online Supplement B1), the rate of reduction in child 1047 

mortality from water treatment (Haushofer et al. 2020), and use of water treatment given access to a 1048 

dispenser (available at Dispensers for Safe Water). The averted child deaths per dispenser is then 1049 

multiplied by the standard life expectancy at age of child death (Online Supplement B2) to estimate 1050 

years of life saved per dispenser (YLL).  1051 

 1052 
 1053 

 
26 For a review of the impact of chlorination on diarrhea, see Clasen et al. (2015)  
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Table C2: Water treatment dispensers 1054 

Panel A: YLL saved per dispenser Kenya Uganda Malawi Source 

1. Child mortality rate 0.04 0.05 0.04 World Bank (2019) 

2. Children per dispenser 16.86 45.47 28.49 Average for 2013-2018, 

Online Supplement B1. 

3. Increase in use from dispenser access 0.40 0.44 0.78 Dispensers for Safe Water 

4. Reduction in mortality from treatment 0.32 0.32 0.32 Half of estimate in 

Haushofer et al. (2020) 

5. Child deaths averted per dispenser 0.09 0.29 0.35 (1)x(2)x(3)x(4) 

6. Life years lost to child death  31.1 30.99 31.22 Online Supplement B2. 

7. YLL saved per dispenser  2.85 8.95 9.09 (5)x(6) 

Panel B: Calculation inputs Value Source 

Benefits 

Annual YLL averted/dispenser, Kenya 

 

2.85 

 

Panel A 

Number of active dispensers, 2019, Kenya 18,000 Dispensers for Safe Water 

Annual YLL averted/dispenser, Uganda 8.95 Panel A 

Number of active dispensers, 2019, Uganda 5,700 Dispensers for Safe Water 

Annual YLL averted/dispenser, Malawi 9.09 Panel A 

Number of active dispensers, 2019, Malawi 3,800 Dispensers for Safe Water 

Costs (undiscounted)   

DIV Award (2012) $7,416,000 DIV Portfolio 

Non-DIV Operating Cost, Jan. 2019-Dec. 2019 $4,647,000 Online Supplement B6 

Panel C: Social BCR Value Source 

1. Discounted value of DIV award ($5,199,000) Model, Sheet 3, Column F 

2. DIV’s average share of cumulative innovation 

investment through 2019 65% 

Model, Sheet 3, Column AF 

3. Discounted social benefits of innovation $351,580,000 Model, Sheet 3, Column AE 

4. Discounted social benefits generated by DIV 

investment $225,610,000 

Model, Sheet 3, Column AH 

5. Benefit-cost ratio 43.39 Calculated as (4)/(1). 

Costs are rounded to nearest thousand for presentation only. 1055 
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Water treatment dispenser reach: The number of dispensers active in each country over time are 1056 

available at Dispensers for Safe Water. Table C2, Panel B presents data from 2019.  1057 

Benefit of averting a lost DALY: The GDP per capita of Kenya, Uganda and Malawi averaged 1058 

$1,343, $797, and $397 respectively between 2010 and 2019 according to the World Bank.  1059 

C.2.2: Water treatment dispenser costs 1060 

Innovation costs: Table C2, Panel B shows DIV’s investment cost for the water treatment 1061 

dispenser innovation. DIV’s award of $7.4 million was disbursed in 14 payments in from 2012 to 1062 

2015, and the discounted value of the award was $5.2 million (Table C2, Panel C). The innovation 1063 

website lists its institutional investors since 2013. Although precisely what each funder supported is 1064 

unknown, it is assumed that the funding from donors similar to DIV (i.e., those whose missions 1065 

include supporting innovation) were used to cover innovation costs. Those include Skoll Foundation 1066 

and the Stone Family Foundation. In addition, because financial records from the organization’s 1067 

early stages were not available, it is conservatively assumed that $500,000 had been invested in 1068 

testing the innovation prior to 2010 (the early development of the innovation predates Evidence 1069 

Action, the organization that was awarded the DIV grant).  1070 

DIV share of innovation costs: Based on the interpretation of the innovation’s history above, 1071 

DIV’s share of cumulative discounted innovation costs is estimated at 53% in 2012, rising over the 1072 

DIV award period before returning to that level by 2019.  1073 

Operating costs: Program cost estimates can be found in Online Appendix B3-B6. The costs 1074 

include installation, repair, refilling, chlorine supply and transport, community engagement, field and 1075 

program offices, U.S. and in-country overhead. Some of these operating costs were covered by 1076 
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revenue from carbon credits.27 Carbon emissions reductions are not included as part of the 1077 

dispensers’ benefits.   1078 

C.2.3: Innovation-level social return 1079 

The social return for the dispenser innovation is presented in Table C2, Panel C. The innovation 1080 

returned over $43 per dollar invested by DIV.  1081 

C.3: Affordable glasses for presbyopia (near-sightedness) 1082 
This product and business model innovation leverages the distribution networks of local partners 1083 

(governments, NGOs, businesses) to sell inexpensive glasses for near-sightedness. In an RCT, 1084 

Reddy et al. (2018) found that receiving the eyeglasses led to a 22% increase in yield for rural Indian 1085 

tea pickers. The calculation of the benefits (Subsection C.3.1), costs (Subsection C.3.2), and social 1086 

return of this innovation (Subsection C.3.3) follows the same procedure and layout as for the road 1087 

safety innovation in Subsections C.1.1-C.1.3.   1088 

C.3.1: Glasses benefits 1089 

Economic productivity increase per pair of glasses: The vast majority of glasses distributed by 1090 

this innovation to date were to working age adults, but a sectoral breakdown of their occupations is 1091 

not available. To be conservative, the average productivity increase for users is assumed to be half of 1092 

that estimated by Reddy et al. (2018), and it is assumed that glasses last two years per user (the 1093 

typical minimum lifespan of the glasses). Furthermore, the productivity increase is valued against the 1094 

agriculture, forestry and fishing value added per worker in low-income countries (averaged $898 1095 

between 2010 and 2019 according to the World Bank after adjusting for inflation), which is 1096 

 
27 The innovation has been awarded over $2 million in carbon credits under Clean Development Mechanism of 
the Kyoto Protocol. 
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conservative since nearly half of glasses distributed to date went to India, which is lower-middle 1097 

income.   1098 

Affordable glasses reach: The number of glasses distributed in every year between 2012 and 2020 1099 

is provided by VisionSpring. Table C3, Panel A shows the glasses distributed in the most recent year.  1100 

C.3.2: Affordable glasses costs 1101 

Innovation costs: DIV’s award of $585,000 million was disbursed between 2012 and 2015, and the 1102 

discounted value of the award was $430,000 (Table C3, Panel B). Innovation costs that were not 1103 

covered by DIV are estimated using records of the organization’s top donors. As for the dispensers 1104 

innovation, it is assumed that the funding from donors similar to DIV were used to cover 1105 

innovation costs. Those funders were Skoll Foundation, Mulago Foundation, Grand Challenges 1106 

Canada, and Peery Foundation. Since information is unavailable pre-2012, and the innovation began 1107 

operating in 2001, it is conservatively assumed that the innovation funding in years with missing data 1108 

matched the 2012 level.   1109 

 1110 

Table C3: Affordable glasses for presbyopia 1111 

Panel A: Calculation Inputs Value Source 

Benefits 

Economic gain per pair of glasses 

 

11% 

 

Half of Reddy et al. estimate 

Number of glasses distributed in 2019 (est.) 1,180,000 VisionSpring (2019) 

Costs (undiscounted)   

DIV Award (2012) $585,350 DIV Portfolio 

Operating Cost $15 per pair Reddy et al. (2018) 

Panel B: Social BCR Value Source 
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1. Discounted value of DIV award ($430,000) Model, Sheet 4, Column G 

2. DIV’s average share of cumulative innovation 

investment through 2019 

5% Model, Sheet 4, Column T 

3. Discounted social benefits of innovation $580,095,000 Model, Sheet 4, Column S 

4. Discounted social benefits generated by DIV 

investment 

$31,836,000 Model, Sheet 4, Column V 

5. Benefit-cost ratio 74.04 Calculated as (4)/(1). 

Costs are rounded to nearest thousand for presentation only. 1112 

DIV share of innovation costs: Based on the interpretation of the innovation’s history above, it is 1113 

estimated that DIV’s share of cumulative discounted innovation costs started at 3% in 2012 and had 1114 

risen to 5% by 2019. 1115 

Operating costs: Reddy et al. (2018) estimate the production and distribution cost of the glasses at 1116 

$15 per pair. This is multiplied by glasses distributed to estimate operating costs. Alternatively, 1117 

financial statements of operating costs from the organization could be used. The former approach 1118 

yields higher operating cost estimates and is therefore preferred for the sake of conservativeness.  1119 

C.3.3: Innovation-level social return 1120 

As is shown in Table C3, Panel B, the innovation returned $78 per dollar invested by DIV.  1121 

C.4: Digital attendance monitoring 1122 
This technology innovation is designed to reduce absenteeism of workers at primary health care 1123 

centers in India using a biometric attendance tracking device and system of incentives and penalties. 1124 

Although this innovation was not scaled beyond the initial RCT, it had substantial reach, simply 1125 

because the RCT was itself conducted at large scale.  1126 
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The calculation of the benefits (Subsection C.4.1), costs (Subsection C.4.2), and social return of this 1127 

innovation (Subsection C.4.3) follows the same procedure and layout as for the road safety 1128 

innovation in Subsections C.1.1-C.1.3.   1129 

C.4.1: Attendance monitoring benefits 1130 

DALYs saved per patient served: As with the previous innovation, the focus on antenatal care 1131 

underestimates benefits, since other services are provided at primary health care centers. Table C4, 1132 

Panel A summarizes the inputs for calculating the expected number of DALYs saved per patient 1133 

served. Dhaliwal and Hanna (2017) found that this innovation increased the proportion of attended 1134 

births and women taking iron and folic acid (IFA) supplements. Tura et al. (2013) and Singh et al. 1135 

(2014) estimate the effect of those interventions on infant mortality in India. These estimates are 1136 

used to calculate the social benefit of the monitoring system.  1137 

 1138 
Table C4: Digital attendance monitoring 1139 

Panel A: DALYs saved per patient Value Source 

1. Pregnancy rate 1% Based on Dhaliwal and 

Hanna (2017) 

2. Increase in proportion of doctor 

attended births 

0.08 Dhaliwal and Hanna (2017) 

3. % reduction in infant mortality 

due to attended birth 

15% Half of estimate in Tura et 

al. (2013) 

4. Increase in proportion of women 

receiving IFA supplements 

0.11 Dhaliwal and Hanna (2017) 

5. % reduction in infant mortality 

due to IFA supplements 

8% Half of estimate in Singh et 

al. (2014) 

4. Infant mortality rate, 2012 32/1000 NITI (2012) 

5. DALY gain per death averted 32.12 Online Supplement B2 
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Panel B: Calculation inputs Value Source 

Benefits 

Benefit per pregnant woman served 

 

$40.39 

 

Product of entries in Panel 

A and GDP per capita 

Number of people in catchment area 2,500,000 Dhaliwal and Hanna (2017) 

Costs (all nominal)   

DIV Award (2011) $173,000 DIV Portfolio 

Other grants $43,000 Dhaliwal and Hanna 

Panel C: Social BCR Value Source 

1. Discounted value of DIV award ($148,000) Model, Sheet 5, Column C 

2. DIV’s average share of cumulative 

innovation investment through 2019 

80% Model, Sheet 5, Column K 

3. Discounted social benefits 

generated by innovation 

$599,000 Model, Sheet 5, Column F 

4. Discounted social benefits 

generated by DIV investment 

$480,000  Model, Sheet 5, Column H 

5. Benefit-cost ratio 3.24  Calculated as (4)/(1). 

Costs are rounded to nearest thousand for presentation only. 1140 

Attendance monitoring reach: The catchment area served by primary healthcare centers in the 1141 

treatment area of the RCT was 2.5 million people (Dhaliwal and Hanna 2017).  1142 

Benefit of averting a lost DALY: The GDP per capita of India was $1,444 in 2012. 1143 

C.4.2: Attendance monitoring costs 1144 

Innovation costs: DIV’s award of $173,000 was disbursed from 2011 to 2013 (Table C4, Panel B), 1145 

and the discounted value of the award was $148,000 (Table C4, Panel C). The other major funders 1146 

that supported this RCT were J-PAL and Harvard University.  1147 
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DIV share of innovation costs: According to the researchers in charge of the RCT, DIV covered 1148 

about 80% of the cost of the experiment. 1149 

Operating costs: Since the innovation was piloted at scale, all costs were covered by the grants that 1150 

supported the RCT (i.e., all costs count as innovation costs).  1151 

C.4.3: Innovation-level social return 1152 

The social return for the attendance monitoring innovation is presented in Table C4, Panel C. The 1153 

innovation returned over $3 per dollar invested by DIV.  1154 

C.5: Software for Community Health Workers 1155 
This software innovation is an open source mobile platform designed for data collection, client 1156 

management, decision support, and behavior change communication. Though relevant to many 1157 

sectors, it has primarily been used to enable case management for community health workers 1158 

(CHWs). It has users in 105 countries, and over 90% of them are in India. In India (where Stage 1 1159 

and Stage 2 awards from DIV supported the innovation between 2010 and 2014), it has supported 1160 

the work of over 600,000 CHWs who have reached over 60 million pregnant or lactating women 1161 

and children, in partnership with state governments and with financial support from BMGF. 1162 

As with the previous innovation, the focus on antenatal care underestimates benefits, since many 1163 

other types of services are provided by CHWs. The calculation of the benefits (Subsection C.5.1), 1164 

costs (Subsection C.5.2), and social return of this innovation (Subsection C.5.3) follows the same 1165 

procedure and layout as for the road safety innovation in Subsections C.1.1-C.1.3.   1166 

C.5.1: Software benefits 1167 
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DALYs saved per CHW: Table C5, Panel A summarizes the inputs for estimating the number of 1168 

DALYs saved per CHW equipped with the software. Borkum et al. (2015) conducted a randomized 1169 

controlled trial and estimate the impact of the software on antenatal care visits, tetanus toxoid shots, 1170 

and IFA supplementation. Singh et al. (2014) estimated the effect of those interventions on infant 1171 

mortality in a non-experimental study, and we assume half of their calculated odds ratios to be 1172 

conservative. These estimates are used to calculate the social benefit of the monitoring system.  1173 

 1174 
Table C5: Software for CHWs 1175 

Panel A: DALYs saved per CHW Value Source 

1. Infant mortality rate in India 3% World Bank 

2. Increase in proportion of women 

completing antenatal care visits 

0.21 Borkum et al. (2015) 

3. Increase in proportion of women 

receiving tetanus toxoid shots 

0.05 Borkum et al. (2015) 

4. Increase in proportion of women 

with IFA supplementation 

0.06 Borkum et al. (2015) 

5. Percent reduction in infant mortality 

due to innovation 

4% Sum of (2)-(4) x half of 

estimates in Singh et al. 

(2014) 

6. DALYs lost per child death in India 32.28  Online Supplement B2 

7. Infant deaths averted per CHW 0.01 Model, Sheet 6, Row 19 

8. DALYs saved per CHW 0.46 (6)x(7) 

Panel B: Calculation inputs Value Source 

Benefits 

Benefit per CHW 

 

$967.65 

 

(8)x GDP per capita 

Number of equipped CHWs in 2019 367,000 Dimagi (2019) 

Costs (all nominal)   

DIV Award (2011) $1,096,000 DIV Portfolio 
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Panel C: Social BCR Value Source 

1. Discounted value of DIV award ($826,000) Model, Sheet 6, Column G 

2. DIV’s average share of cumulative 

innovation investment through 2019 

40% Model, Sheet 6, Column T 

3. Discounted social benefits generated 

by innovation 

$201,499,000 Model, Sheet 6, Column S 

4. Discounted social benefits generated 

by DIV investment 

$20,393,000 Model, Sheet 6, Column V 

5. Benefit-cost ratio 24.69 Calculated as (4)/(1). 

Costs are rounded to nearest thousand for presentation only. 1176 

Software reach: The software was used by over 600,000 CHWs by the end of 2019, and each CHW 1177 

is estimated to reach 11.5 pregnant or lactating women per year.  1178 

Benefit of averting a lost DALY: The GDP per capita of India averaged $1,671 between 2010 and 1179 

2019.  1180 

C.5.2: Software costs 1181 

Innovation costs: DIV’s award of $1,096,000 was disbursed from 2011 to 2014 (Table C5, Panel 1182 

B), and the discounted value of the award was $826,000. Since then, the innovation has been 1183 

supported primarily by BMGF.  1184 

DIV share of innovation costs: According to the Chief Technology Officer of Dimagi, DIV’s 1185 

share of innovation costs has fallen from 100% in 2011 to 8% in 2019.  1186 

Operating costs: The annual cost of equipping a CHW is estimated at $329 per year (Dimagi 2018). 1187 

That cost includes training and hardware (some of which serves as compensation for the CHW). We 1188 

count 50% of the phone-related costs as a transfer to workers rather than an operating cost, since 1189 

they are able to use the phones for personal purposes.  1190 
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4.5.3: Innovation-level social return 1191 

The social return for the attendance monitoring innovation is presented in Table C5, Panel C. The 1192 

innovation returned over $24 per dollar invested by DIV.  1193 

 1194 

 1195 


